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Editor’s Note
In this edition of Best Integrated Writing, we explore themes of globalization,
multiculturalism, and multivocality. We live in strange times. It has been one
hundred years since the First World War; nevertheless, our global community finds
itself fighting--once again--the tired old shibboleths of isolationism and nativism. At
times it seems the forces of pettiness and ignorance will vanquish reason and
compassion. Enter the university. Needed more than ever, the university remains a
bulwark against ignorance, a wall intended not to silence differing voices but to
guard against the brutishness that would diminish us all. At the university, we
muster the courage necessary to confront our intellectual weaknesses and to engage
in the scholarship that transforms those weaknesses into strength. In order to do
this, however, we must listen carefully to the voices of others.
The Wright State University community fosters an environment in which differing
voices discover the shared values of our collective humanity. Our university
welcomes students of all genders and sexualities and those who hail from various
ethnic, religious, national, and socioeconomic strata. Moreover, we lead the nation
in providing access for persons with disabilities, and we honor the work and
contributions of non-traditional students, such as our veterans. Indeed, the plurality
of our voices creates our strength.
The fourth edition of Best Integrated Writing amplifies the voices of our undergraduate
students as they explore the implications of being global citizens. Between these
pages—virtual or print—you will find work composed by multilingual students, a
student who challenges us to expand our concept of gender identity, and several
students who explore the global marketplace of commerce and ideas.
Two of our contributors offer reflections on what it means to be a person of faith.
One confronts his lack of knowledge about the religion of Islam. And in so doing,
he explores the ways in which the three major religions reinforce his commitment to
God. The other determines that our collective concept of God is more fluid than we
might imagine. A biomedical engineering student presents a project that might help
to develop a robotic arm that closely mimics human movement. Another
contribution comes from a student who researched the emerging trend of medical
tourism.
The consequences of globalization are further discussed in an essay about
outsourcing. One student wrestles with the concept of Free Speech while another
examines the effects of organic matter on growing things. The troubling, high
numbers of suicide in the trans* community are presented in one essay, and a

thoughtful analysis of the root cause of these high numbers is given. Three of our
submissions are composed in Spanish. These works negotiate the liminal space
between worlds and cultures.
The students whose work is showcased in this edition represent the scope and
variety of academic study available at Wright State University. They major in
Psychology, Biomedical Engineering, Applied Physiology, Organizational
Leadership, Early Childhood Education, Spanish, and Acting. These perspectives
from a rich variety of academic disciplines enable us to further our understanding of
this multilayered, multivocal, global community in which we live, and in so doing,
we vanquish pettiness and ignorance.
— M.C.C.
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Trans* Suicide: The Final Option
ALEXANDER OXNER
PSY 4950: Sex and Endocrinology, Spring 2016
Nominated by: Dr. Patricia Schiml
Alex is a Psychology major looking to advance his education and pursue a
higher degree in psychology or medicine. His interest is in clinical and
practical application to improve the quality of life for others.
Alex Notes:
When I began writing this paper, I had an idea that the overall suicide rate
for transgender persons would be high. What I did not expect was the
immense gulf between trans* persons and the general population. I hope that
the readers glean a greater appreciation for this under-researched problem,
and I hope this essay provokes analysis and careful deliberation on how to
address this problem, particularly for younger individuals who may have
fewer resources at critical development stages in their lives.
Dr. Schiml Notes:
Mr. Oxner took a subject of much current social debate and examined it
from the perspective of the psychology of human sexuality. He explored the
reasons behind the high incidence rate of suicide among the trans*
community and suggested changes that might reduce that rate.
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Just recently, Ohio was the site of the nation’s focus. On December
28th 2014, Leelah Alcorn walked in front of a semi in an act of suicide
(Fantz, 2014). In her suicide note and social media posts, she cited the stress
caused by her toxic relationship with her family and the judgment and sense
of abandonment she felt when she came out as gay to her school (thinking it
would be easier than coming out as trans*)--all in addition to the normal
stressors people feel approaching graduation and college applications.
The national media rapidly focused on the aforementioned
relationship with her parents. Alcorn was from an extremely conservative
Christian denomination. Her family attempted to address the “issue” via a
variety of methods, from Christian-based therapy to suppression and
punishment. The media rapidly concluded that her death could have been
prevented, perhaps if only the world around her had been kinder (Mohney,
2014).
It is worth noting that while the case of Leelah Alcorn was among
the more high-profile trans*-teen suicides, it is certainly not unique with
regard to the circumstance. The trans* community has always lagged behind
the gay and bi community for acceptance, and likely will for the foreseeable
future. While many people can name gay or bisexual actors, performers, and
singers, there are very few transgender stars even though the Caitlyn Jenner
controversy brought the issue of trans*-acceptance back into focus and sent
ripples through all sides of the culture war. While gay marriage has been
legalized via Obergefell v. Hodges, the issues related to the trans* community
have largely been ignored. This report looks to reexamine and highlight the
unique struggles facing this often-ignored, misunderstood, and still heavily
stigmatized community.
Rate
The fact that trans* persons have been ignored by wider society has
left it difficult to assess suicide rates in the trans* community. Data is hard to
come by, and often make no distinction between pre/post-op (for those who
undergo surgery or hormone treatment), male-to-female (MtF), or female-tomale (FtM). These sub-categories are incredibly important--yet underresearched. Part of this is compounded by the nature of the community
itself; trans* persons are themselves relatively rare compared to gay men or
lesbian women, and the fact that many are underage make it difficult to
obtain parental permission without possibly outing them to their family.
However, a research paper by D’Augelli and Grossman (2007) hoped to
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illuminate the trans* suicide rates versus the typical focus on gay or bisexual
suicide rates. The study focused on 55 teenagers of both MtF and FtM
individuals, of which 14 individuals (25.5%) attempted suicide on at least one
occasion (D’Augelli & Grossman, 2007). In comparison, the general lifetime
suicide attempt rate in the United States is reported to be approximately 3%
(Blosnich et al., 2013) in one study or approximately 2-9% in another
(Moody & Smith, 2013). The global lifetime suicide attempt rate is between
.4-5.1%, certainly far less than the 25% reported in the previously mentioned
D’Augelli and Grossman study.
The Bodeker, et al. (2011) paper further looked at the suicide rate of
trans* individuals in a niche community in the form of MtF prostitutes
residing in Oakland or San Francisco. It was revealed that of 573 MtF
prostitutes, 311 had attempted suicide (54.3%) and 567 had some form of
suicidal ideation (99%). This is a staggering rate that suggests that there are
unique struggles to trans* persons, likely in the form of social stressors.
The research thus far indicates a severely elevated risk of suicide for
the trans* community, however it isn’t enough to simply say that there is an
elevated risk and leave it at that. Exploring why trans* persons commit
suicide is the best way to prevent future deaths, and it is fortunate that much
research has been done on this topic. The D’Augellia and Grossman paper
indicated several factors that correlated strongly with suicide ideation and
attempts, including dissatisfaction with their bodies, physical and verbal
abuse, social isolation, and comorbid conditions such as bipolar disorder. It
is unfortunate in how intuitively easy these factors are to predict yet are often
ignored. Most distressingly, 12 of the 14 who attempted suicide reported
having seen a counselor, social worker, minister, or other social specialists,
indicating that existing social support networks were failing them.
Among veterans it was found that persons with diagnoses of Gender
Identity Disorder (a diagnosis for those experiencing severe dissatisfaction
with their gender) use of the Veteran Health Administration services was
significantly higher than the general population at 16.8% in the last 6 months
versus 6.2-15.8% for the general veteran population over a whole year
(Blosnich et al., 2013). Of those using VHA service, there were 4,000-5,000
self-harm events per 100,000 patients depending on the year among GID
veterans between 2009-2011. In comparison, the general veteran population
at the time had 202 self-harm events per 100,000 patients. Among the overall
US population in 2010, there were 150.61 events per 100,000 persons. This
indicates that the GID veteran population self-harms at approximately 20
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times the rate of the general veteran populace and over 25 times the rate of
the general US population (Blosnich et al., 2013). As found in the National
Transgender Discrimination study, 20% of the trans* respondents had been
in the armed forces. This is in contrast to the 10% among the general US
population (Grant et al., 2012).
The increase in trans* suicide relative to the cisgender population is
not an exclusively American phenomenon though little research exists from
nations that view trans* culture as degenerate or immoral. However,
Australia has done studies on the topic. The findings of a 3,000 respondentslarge survey of Australian youth found the same pattern of suicide, with
trans*-spectrum individuals having higher rates than their cisgender peers
(Hillier & Jones, 2013). In another Australian study, 243 respondents to a
survey revealed that 59.3% of them showed signs of depression and 43.6%
indicated at least one suicide attempt; 62.3% cited their transgender status as
a cause (Boza & Perry, 2014).
It is important to view suicide rates as a way to indicate whether a
problem exists. While every suicide is a tragedy, one in a hundred-thousand is
not in-itself a trend. However, with transgender individuals the suicide rate
clearly indicates an immense increase above the norm. But identifying and
labeling a problem is not enough, it is also the responsibility of social services
and medical institutions to find the reasons why.
Causes of Suicidal Behavior
The most obvious sources of stress unique to the trans* community
include the social isolation and cultural taboos associated with trans* identity
and going against the grain in the West’s binary gender system (Miller &
Grollman, 2015). It is no secret that conservative groups worldwide have
protested against LGBT+ rights and activities, and many trans* individuals
feel harmed by the visible or verbal discomfort of others. Discrimination
often manifests in economic difficulty via socially or institutionally-enforced
poverty, and for the “coming out” act of LGBT+ there can be difficulty with
regards to the family. Families could respond ambivalently or even in a
hostile manner when they find out their child is gay or trans*. The presence
of such discrimination in the lives of suicidal individuals would be a very
obvious target of study.
MtF trans* individuals (and trans* persons in general) experience
severe trouble obtaining legitimate work. Many experience unemployment
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due to discrimination (Miller & Grollman, 2015), which in turn leads to
decaying career skills which itself leads further into poverty, and ultimately
into other forms of employment. As a result, a number of trans* women
have resorted to sex work as a way to make money. Prostitution itself is a
dangerous underworld career path; many have fallen into a cycle of drug
abuse and suffer further social stigmatization due to the nature of their work.
In addition, they often work with those who may otherwise harm them, and
prostitutes often engage in unsafe sexual practices that lead to sexually
transmitted infections. One could predict that years of this type of work
would lead to despair and ultimately death. In fact, this was precisely the
case; as noted above, the rate of suicide and suicidal thoughts was large.
However, an exploration of the MtF person’s surveys reveals a long history
of abuse; many had been sexually abused by family members, “friends”, and
customers in both childhood and adulthood, with a third having been raped
by the time they were eighteen years old (Bodeker et al., 2011). Non-rape
violence was even higher; virtually every one had been assaulted at some
point (about 98%). With regards to social effects, two thirds had been
embarrassed by family or friends and half had missed out or lost careers due
to discriminatory practices. Cruelty via jokes and harassment was common,
pervasive in youth and adolescence, and many struggled with hearing about
how trans* women were “abnormal”. Such circumstances over the course of
a life are understandably internalized and build up to depression. This
correlation was significant for numerous reasons: one finding being that
those with depression were the ones needing the most social support but
simultaneously receiving the least. This is is likely related to the lack of
support showed by their families and friends. An interesting finding of note
is that Asians and Pacific Islanders were noticeably better off and had better
overall experiences regarding rates of violence and depression. Coincidentally
they also experienced the greatest satisfaction with the support they were
given, possibly due to cultural or other unseen social factors not surveyed
here (Bodeker et al., 2011).
Another risk factor comes in the form of comorbid psychological
disorders such as Bipolar or Major Depression disorders, which many trans*
persons suffer from. As noted in the D’Augelli and Grossman 2007 study on
trans* youths, of those that had attempted suicide, 5 had been hospitalized
for emotional disturbances, and 3 of those 5 had been admitted to psychiatric
care due to suicide attempts. In the Bodeker (2011) study of prostitutes, there
was a significant correlation between depression and the high amounts of
transphobia they suffered. Substance abuse has also been found to be higher
in trans* populations, (D’Augelli & Grossman, 2007; Mereish et al., 2014;
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Bodeker et al., 2011), with nearly 30% reporting abuse of alcohol (Boza &
Perry, 2014). Given these factors, it would appear that living as a trans*
individual is difficult, with an individual suffering from a variety of abuses
and assaults, harassment, and other indignities. Struggling with sexual identity
and body dysphoria is in itself a stressor, with many trans* individuals being
trapped in “the wrong body” yet being unable to afford the expensive
treatments to change (Boza & Perry, 2014). With such an oppressive and
toxic environment it is understandable how depression could come about in
a population that has its individual rights questioned, ridiculed, and their
mental state called into question.
Even in youth the effects of trans* identity can be challenging. A
survey of 246 LGBT adolescents aged 16-20 found that of the 20 trans*
persons (both MtF and FtM), 35% had been diagnosed with some type of
psychiatric condition such as Major Depression (20%), Conduct Disorder
(15%), or PTSD (10%) (Mustanski et al., 2010). Once again suicide reared its
ugly head, with the lifetime suicide rate of this population being 45% as
compared to other sexual minorities whose rates were approximately 30%.
Resilience Factors
The LGBT+A populace has largely been stigmatized throughout its
history, yet despite hate speech and legal barriers to their lifestyle the
population has found ways to be resilient. Much of this is visible to the casual
observer through the use of symbology; there is no “heterosexual pride” flag,
but the rainbow flag is very widely displayed and shown everywhere as a sign
of solidarity. Gay pride rallies, support groups, and specialized services exist
for many communities. However the actual LGBT+ community was
mentioned to be an isolating factor in itself. One particular study cited one
woman who was uncomfortable at a pride parade due to what she witnessed.
It is possible that the “outness” and flamboyant displays at some pride rallies
or parades may make some uncomfortable (Scourfield et al., 2008). It is
worth noting that others in the same study were uncomfortable with their
own sexuality and the stereotyped behavior of the community, particularly
with regard to perceived promiscuity. It is likely that such stereotypes are not
only harmful to the LGBT+ community with regard to discrimination, but
also concerning the individual’s own ability to reinterpret their own lives in
terms of their sexuality. Such difficulty in reinterpreting themselves would be
yet another explanation for the prevalence of self-harm.
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The same study cited a lesbian who regarded the sexual practices in
the LGBT+ community as a form of self-harm, with a gay man describing it
as “dirty” regarding the promiscuity aspects of the culture. The same lesbian
described her sexual experiences with straight males as likewise a form of
self-harm. While these experiences come from a gay man and lesbian,
respectively, it is worth noting that self-destructive sexual experiences were
linked to depression for numerous individuals. For a trans* populace with
high depression and instability due to violence, alcohol, and drug abuse this
could go a long way to explain the stereotype of risky sex practices.
However, it is wrong to generalize the experiences of the entire LGBT+A
populace to trans* individuals who, as we have seen so far, suffer to a unique
degree and have yet to obtain the legitimacy that the gay, lesbian, and
bisexual populations have gained over the last decade. The lower trans*
populace means that support groups would naturally be smaller, and possibly
sparser as well.
Research on 133 Canadian trans* adults revealed data consistent with
the findings of others. After controlling for age and taking into account
social support, optimistic personality, personal resilience factors, and reasons
for living, it was found that Canadian trans* adults were significantly less
likely to attempt suicide if they displayed certain personality traits: emotional
stability, family-related concerns (a reason for living), social support from
family and friends, and optimism (Moody et al., 2013). These findings are the
inverse of the “risk factors” found in other studies where the lack of social
support plays a key role and is consistent with the findings from the Bodeker
et al. (2011) study. One notable finding of the Moody paper was that
participants had less support from their family than their friends. It is an
interesting finding as it would suggest that either friends are implicitly more
supportive, or more likely trans* individuals seek out friends who are more
supportive of their identity.
Coping and Treatment
Trans* populations have found numerous ways to cope with the
stress they experience as a minority. They use support groups that often rely
on positive affirmations of their own sexual identity and status, and as noted
in the Bodeker et al. (2011) study, their social backing was linked to their
overall well-being. Such positive outcomes would be expected by positive
social support, and this basic finding is confirmed in other studies (Boza &
Perry, 2014; Scourfield et al., 2008; Hillier & Jones, 2013). It is noticeable that
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this is touted almost as if it is a major discovery; apparently it is shocking to
the general population that many people would be driven to suicide and selfharm when they are viewed as less than normal or aberrant. In many ways,
such a “protective factor” could be better described in terms of “treating
someone like a person” rather than administering some unique treatment
that has to be applied like a medication. Under the framework that trans*
suicide comes largely from negative experiences due to discrimination,
isolation, and the self-destructive cycles resulting from depression, it would
make sense that the best course of action to reduce trans* suicide would be
to provide an inclusive, supportive, and positive treatment option for those
struggling with their own gender identity. The creation of a positive selfidentity in this framework would help restore any confidence lost due to the
questioning of their identity, and confidence itself could help defend them
from the negative effects of discrimination.
Such a treatment, while intuitive and simple, is hard to come by for
questioning or confused individuals, particularly in their youth. In a survey of
school professionals, school nurses, counselors, and social workers, there was
a disturbing lack of preparedness in New Mexico schools. Of these schools,
approximately only 58% of school nurses had an understanding of LGBT+
health risks as compared to approximately 81% for counselors and 84% for
social workers. Even worse, approximately only half of school nurses and
social workers knew of LGBT+ support groups, organizations, or counselors
appropriately trained or experienced with LGBT+ issues (Mahdi et al., 2014).
The use of language acts as a major signal to trans* individuals during
treatment. Individuals seeking counseling may look for insensitive language,
or non-inclusive lines of questioning. On any medical questionnaire you are
going to see “Gender” and “Name” as the first questions on an itemized list.
For trans* individuals these questions can pose unique difficulties. Gender is
often listed simply as “Male” or “Female”, occasionally with “Other” as a
third option. Naming conventions are often linked strongly to Gender
(Adam for boys, Eve for girls, just to give an example), and as such trans*
patients may not wish to use their legally given name. Pronouns are yet
another linguistic challenge for counselors; all too often trans* individuals
may feel marginalized by casual binary language (Donatone & Rachlin, 2013).
Further still, challenges come from institutional discrimination; medical
records indicating Gender Identity Disorder or details of transgender status
could be accessed by insurance corporations, businesses, and medical
personnel. For trans* individuals undergoing a private journey this is a severe
privacy issue, yet such medical information could be incredibly important in
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the future. Given discrimination against trans* individuals, it is
understandable that many would prefer to hide their status to guarantee
medical insurance and economic security.
Treatments, though hard to find with regard to counseling, don’t
have to be limited to psychological services. The act of transitioning can be
very important for trans* identity, as it allows an individual to make their
outside better “match” their internal views. In a study on 208 FtM
individuals undergoing hormone therapy, it was found that those on
hormones experienced more positive outcomes. They reported less anxiety
and depressive symptoms (43%) and even felt less anger at their current state
(30%). Overall nearly 90% reported some type of positive mood change.
Those who were on hormones weekly reported even better outcomes than
those on semi-weekly. However some had also undergone chest
reconstruction surgery (these individuals were the most likely to identify as
male) an arguably important mile-stone for their identity (Davis & Meier,
2013). It would be accurate to say that surgery and hormone treatment would
be a powerful tool to help trans* individuals trying to reshape their identity,
but unfortunately financial barriers and (for young persons) parental consent
remain as potent deterrents.
Within the medical community there has been a notable ambivalence
to the issue. Young children, unable to give “consent” yet nonetheless who
may feel uneasy about their appearance or assigned gender have few options.
Even worse comes for those who are extremely young. The “classic”
approach of Money and others (arbitrarily assigning a gender) has severe
ethical implications and potentially long-term psychological damage (Money,
1975; Diamond & Sigmundson, 1997). Even within the medical community
there is considerable uncertainty. An interview of 17 treatment teams
composed of 36 professionals (including endocrinologists, psychologists, and
psychiatrists) led to numerous approaches to gender identity dysphoria,
including contradictory or potentially harmful opinions. The Vrouenrats
2015 survey included one striking comment (from a psychiatrist no less)
displaying such ambivalence:
I find it extremely dangerous to let an adolescent undergo a
medical treatment without the existence of a
patholophysiology and I consider it just a medical
experimentation that does not justify the risk to which
adolescents are exposed[…] Gender dysphoria is the only
situation in which medical intervention does not cure a sick
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body, but healthy organs are mutilated in the process of
adapting physical and congruent psychological identity. (p.
369-370)
While the concern for the individual in terms of risk is
admirable, gender identity seems to be incredibly stable over time
(Diamond & Sigmundson, 1997) and is thus unlikely to “change”
with gender reassignment procedures.
Conclusions
Given the last decade of transgender research, it is clear certain
trends emerge with regard to suicide. First, it is not the result of something
endemic to trans* individuals as a result of them being trans*. Suicide is the
result of living in an oppressive society that--until recently--largely ridiculed
the trans* community with casual harassment and discrimination concerning
employment and social standing. Second, depression feeds in on itself for
trans* individuals, much like it would for any person. Depression leads to an
increased risk for numerous self-destructive activities and attitudes, from
drugs to self-harm. The drugs themselves are particularly alarming as it opens
up vectors for HIV/AIDS, a disease that still haunts LGBT communities
with the memories of the initial outbreak and whose specter
disproportionately targets LGBT+ persons. Becoming addicted to drugs
invites even more risk factors beyond infections; drug use is heavily
stigmatized by society at large and opens the door to prostitution as poverty
sets in. It also opens up an even wider array of opportunities for violence and
exploitation which is already dangerously high in the trans* community. Such
events risk isolating trans* individuals even more than they already may be.
Third, while trans* support has grown over the years via depathologizing it from the DSM and research on well-being treatment options,
there is still a lack of competence coming from those front and center to the
issue. This is particularly disturbing, as it would seem many LGBT+
individuals begin questioning their identities at a fairly young age. For high
schools to be relatively unprepared for a questioning student almost seems
like a quiet form of discrimination via omission, essentially saying “we don’t
serve your kind here, you need to go somewhere else”. For a young,
questioning individual, the school may be their only option; they likely lack
the funds or ability to go to a psychologist or support group in a larger city as
that would likely entail help from their parents who may disapprove. The
small trans* population certainly doesn’t help however, as it means small
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town school counselors quite possible have never met a trans* individual, let
alone have knowledge of recent developments in the LGBT+ community.
Nor would they know how to approach the topic with the sensitivity many
individuals need at a vulnerable time.
Fourth and most positively, the trans* community has held strong.
The trans* community is politically active as indicated by a voter registration
rate of 89% versus 71% for the general population (Grant et al., 2012). For a
population that experiences legal prejudice and has fought discriminatory
laws in states such as North Carolina (Kim, 2016) and Georgia (Picchi, 2016),
positive activism is critical. As noted by the Scourfield et al. (2008) paper,
many trans* individuals feel stronger for having survived the ordeals that
they have. There is a sense of camaraderie around overcoming obstacles,
however Pyrrhic those victories may have been, no matter how long the
odds. Such strength is certainly respectable from a community that is at once
relatively rare and slow to come out. The presence of social supports
(inevitably bolstered by the internet) is the biggest difference between trans*
individuals who survive and those who take their lives.
____
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The Economics of Thought
S. MARIE JOHNSON
EC 2900: Global Economic, Business, and Social Issues, Spring 2016
Nominated by: Dr. Evan Osborne
Marie was awarded her Bachelor of Science in Biological Sciences from
Wright State University in 2016. She is currently pursuing her Master of
Science in Biological Sciences at her Alma Mater. Marie runs on a steady
stream of processed sugar and whipped cream.
Marie Notes:
Given the freedom to choose any research topic, I set out to select subject
matter that I am passionate about. The amenable prompt, in combination
with the course’s curriculum, helped me to realize the ease with which
economic concepts can be applied to much more than conventional goods
and services. I hope that, if nothing else, the reader is able to think critically
and sympathize with both sides of the presented issue.
Dr. Osborne Notes:
Johnson’s essay is an extremely impressive demonstration of economic
principles outside the standard economic context. The student also thought
the problem through entirely on her own, coming up with a very
sophisticated analysis. In a 2000-level course, she came up with an analysis
that many people who major in economics would not be capable of, an did
so as a biology major. It was also impressive in thinking about what is
desirable from the citizenry’s point of view.
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The first amendment of the United States Constitution protects
American people from laws that might abridge freedom of speech or of
press, which applies both to political speech and other more recreational
types of speech such as those associated with entertainment and art (Posner,
1986). This is a protection that many Americans take for granted. Those
citizens who do acknowledge the first amendment and its implications often
use it to justify incendiary actions that might escalate to law enforcement
issues. Despite the costs of freedom of speech, though, the social benefits are
far more significant. This tradeoff is perhaps easiest to comprehend when
thoughts and ideas are viewed as consumable goods subject to economic
principles such as competition.
Limits on freedom of speech have similar, if not identical, outcomes
to those of licensing and taxation. When ideas and viewpoints are thought of
as competing goods, it is easy to see how anything that reduces the number
of ideas expressed decreases competition between ideas. Regulations
introduce costs, which are likely to deter people from entering into a market.
Just as requiring unlicensed hair braiders to obtain costly and unnecessary
cosmetology licenses will decrease the number of hair braiders entering into
the business, government regulation of the flow of ideas makes it more
difficult to spread new ideas and sustain those that already exist. In some
extreme instances of regulation, it may become very costly or even
impossible to get the goods, thoughts and ideas in this analogy, to market. If
successful unlicensed hair braiders exist, it is obvious that people are willing
to consume the services provided regardless of whether the braider is
licensed. Is it necessary, then, to introduce regulations in the first place?
Probably not. The same critical thinking applies to the free market in ideas.
Concepts associated with taxation are also applicable here. When a
government wishes to decrease the consumption of a certain good or service,
taxation is often considered as an effective means to the desired end. For
example, if the government wanted to decrease cigarette smoking, a large tax
on cigarettes might be very effective. Those consumers who could no longer
afford the cigarettes after tax would be unable to buy them, and those
consumers who could still afford them would likely reconsider. For some,
the added cost would outweigh whatever benefit they had previously
received. The same is true of ideas and information. If information is easily
obtainable, why not partake? When information becomes more costly,
however, people begin to wonder if it is really worth obtaining. Added cost
imposed by regulation decreases accessibility, ultimately decreasing
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consumption. The social cost of decreased consumption of new ideas and
information is far greater than the social cost of reduced material
consumption and would likely result in widespread ignorance and decreased
progress on multiple levels.
When considering limits on freedom of speech, it is important to
question why the regulations exist. Do these regulations effectively address a
pressing social issue, or do incumbents have a disproportionately large
incentive to limit competition? The latter case has the potential to manifest as
damaging and oppressive political monopolies, as has been the case with
numerous totalitarian government regimes throughout history. An existing
political party would benefit greatly from reduced freedom of speech with
little to no social benefit for citizens. In the absence of competing ideas,
incumbents have less incentive to act in consumers’ best interest. When ideas
are allowed to freely compete, consumers are able to assess the pros and cons
of each argument and hopefully ascribe to the most utilitarian option. As
people find it harder and harder to generate ideas, fewer and fewer people do
so. The result is a lack of choices. In extreme cases, perhaps only one option
exists. This type of monopoly is more harmful than a monopoly of tangible
goods as the effects are far more dispersed and have huge implications for
the wellbeing of future generations. In the case of regulation, the future is
always unrepresented. Innovation requires that existing options be replaced
by higher-quality alternatives. In the absence of creative thought, or in the
absence of sufficient avenues for the dissemination of new ideas, innovation
is impossible.
Not only does a free market in ideas ensure that consumers of
information will have options, it also increases the quality of those options.
In a highly competitive market, producers must find ways to help consumers
distinguish their goods and services from those produced by rivals. Perhaps
two car companies produce cars of about the same price and reliability.
Taking just those two qualities into account, the cars might sell equally well.
The second car company decides it would like to sell more cars, so it puts
additional resources into producing very comfortable front seats. All else
being equal, it is likely that shoppers will gravitate toward the more
comfortable car because of the added benefit without additional cost. Now
the first car company must adapt and innovate if it would like to keep up
with the second. In this way, competition results in a positive feedback loop
of improved quality and increased value. The same goes for innovation of
thought. Antiquated and convoluted ideas are replaced by ones that better fit
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the times. Before being presented with an alternative, a consumer of one idea
might not realize how closeminded he or she has been. It is not until the
owner of an uncomfortable car sits in a more comfortable alternative that he
realizes what he has been missing.
The previous arguments illustrate why government regulation of free
speech is a bad idea, but is it even possible? When the demand for a product
remains extremely high, it is not uncommon for the product to remain
available despite the introduction of huge production costs. Black markets
exist for an immense number of illegal products including human organs and
ivory. If government regulation attempted to limit freedom of speech but
sufficient demand remained for innovative ideas, it is likely that these ideas
would continue to circulate. This is made even more probable by the
extensive technological means of information dissemination. Traditional
barriers to thought are collapsing as technological advances accelerate the
distribution of ideas. Furthermore, restrictions must be ironclad lest they
spark entry of alternatives into the market. It is unlikely considering
widespread access to the internet, increasing global connectedness, and the
speed of modern information propagation that a government regime would
be able to suppress thought to this degree.
This difficulty in regulation is reminiscent of the emerging problems
with firearm control. Considering the increasing popularity of threedimensional printers, guns can be produced in the home regardless of
governmental control of conventionally produced weapons. Another parallel
to the gun control scenario is the increased difficulty associated with
introducing regulation into a market that was previously unregulated.
Americans have become accustomed, whether consciously or unconsciously,
to their guns and to their freedom of speech. When politicians suggest taking
any existing freedom from a population, knee-jerk defensiveness and possibly
even panic is certain to follow. With regard to political speech, the social cost
of regulation at the federal level is far more pronounced than regulation
further down the chain (Posner 1986). Short of moving to another country,
which is highly time-consuming and very financially costly, there is little
citizens can do to escape the federal government. If you descend in scale to
the state government, it becomes more reasonable for a person to avoid
regulation. Descending further, it is even less costly to relocate to a different
city in the event of oppressive local legislation. Taking into account the
mobility of modern man and his access to technology, it is reasonable to
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conclude that limits on freedom of speech by any entity other than the
federal government would be almost certain to fail.
Arguments against freedom of speech exist nevertheless. These
commonly propose that if all ideas are created equal with equal opportunity
for expression, there is an increased probability that destructive ideas will
prevail. This is a valid and logical concern. Which produces a larger social
cost: infrequent but devastating adoptions of hateful ideas such as those
championed by Adolf Hitler and, more recently, radical Sharia law, or an
almost complete lack of technological, philosophical, theological, and artistic
progress? It is very difficult to say. Perhaps a modest reduction in freedom of
speech would be worth decreased instances of political oppression, but how
exactly does humanity decide where to draw the line? A government acting
to limit freedom of speech assumes that its citizens are somehow incapable
of making decisions for themselves. Instead of limiting the ideas available, it
might be more beneficial for a governing body to put resources into helping
citizens educate themselves. The world we live in has become better and
better over time, especially in America. Living conditions have improved
across the globe, and democracy is far more prevalent now than it was two
hundred years ago. It is obvious that innovation of thought has done a great
deal of good. It would be a shame to let radical schools of thought – which
often come to power using force rather than persuasion – convince people
that a free market in ideas is not worth protecting. Competition, whether
between producers of material goods or producers of abstract commodities,
is inherently disruptive, but in most cases the social benefit far outweighs the
cost associated with the instability.
Freedom of speech is a highly complex issue, but thanks to the first
amendment of the United States Constitution, it is a freedom that American
citizens are privileged to enjoy. Without freedom of speech, consumers of
ideas and information would have limited options in terms of which
ideologies to subscribe to. This lack of competition in a regulated market
would decrease the quality of those ideas allowed to persist and would make
it difficult or impossible to introduce new ideas. Innovation and progress
would suffer. Future Americans would suffer. Yes, the free market of ideas is
chaotic and intimidating at times, but this nation and its citizens have
managed thus far.
____
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An Excerpt from The Latin Ladies
JULIA GOMEZ-CAMBRONERO
SPN 4320: United States and Central America: Comics, Politics, and
Culture, Spring 2017
Nominated by: Dr. Damaris E. Serrano
Julia Gomez-Cambronero is beginning her final year at Wright State
University, finishing up a double major in Acting and Spanish. Julia has been
involved in several faculty-directed Festival Playhouse & Herbst Theatre
productions, including Blood Wedding and Macbeth. Julia was also a featured
performer in the CELIA Ten Years of the Dayton Literary Peace Prize
Conference that celebrated the literary winners of this prestigious award.
Along with her passion for theatre, Julia is very proud of her Spanish
heritage, and this led her to study abroad in Salamanca, Spain in a language
intensive program during the summer of 2016.
Julia Notes:
In the spring of 2017, I had the pleasure of taking Dr. Damaris Serrano’s
US/Central American Comics, Politics and Culture course. Our final project
was in the format of a magazine; this project encouraged us to continue our
semester long research on the interactions/conflicts between the United
States and Central America throughout the recent decades as well as fuse our
own personal interests into different magazine articles and editorials. I
focused my magazine, The Latin Ladies, on the arts and highlighted points of
interest for the modern woman. With this project, I was able to research
poets that spoke to me due to their focus on love and family and also
political injustice and the dehumanization of the indigenous people in Central
America.
Dr. Serrano Notes:
Julia Gómez-Cambronero showcases the fresh and audacious perspective of
someone who was formerly unaware of the politics and hidden history of the
USA towards Latin America despite her wide academic background.
Consequently, she approaches topics with bold and daring vision, questions
causes, and arrives at moving conclusions. Her style is incisive and direct,
with unusual and clever observations of culture and politics. She offers
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nuances in a stroke of the pen or in an image. Her roots and culture help in
putting her critical thinking to test. She explores the topics in The Latin Ladies
from different angles. As she states, “the mere fact of drawing your own
conclusions is an act of revolution.”
Introductory Note:
The Latin Ladies is a magazine which envisions Latin America from the point
of view of a “Latina,” a member of the possibly largest (or most numerous)
community of Spanish speakers in the world: that of the United States. It
also conveys the analysis of a young generation of citizens of this country,
living between cultures, moving from one to the other, grasping the history
of both, the one known as “official” in contrast with the one written by the
individuals who live and suffer, often without a voice, to express themselves.
An editorial about the effect on children of U.S. involvement in Central
America and a commentary on a poem by Rubén Darío are included in this
edition of Best Integrated Writing.
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Proteger a Nuestros Niños
El conflicto entre los Estados Unidos y Centro América puede
remontarse al siglo XIX, cuando el Presidente James Monroe escribió La
Monroe Doctrine – un momento decisivo para que los Estados Unidos sintieran
que tenían el derecho a ‘proteger’ a Centro América.
Esta necesidad de patrocinar Centro América ha tenido consecuencias
desastrosas como la deshumanización de los más inocentes: los niños. Los
niños durante las épocas de dictadores, de los escuadrones de la muerte.
Hubo un descuido o desprecio total por los derechos humanos.
Durante la Guerra civil de El Salvador, los Escuadrones de la Muerte
alcanzaron notoriedad cuando un francotirador asesinó el arzobispo Óscar
Romero cuando estaba dando misa (en marzo del 1980). En Diciembre 1980,
tres monjas americanas fueron violadas y asesinadas por un grupo militar
(que estaba actuando por órdenes específicas). Los escuadrones de la muerte
fueron cruciales en la matanza de miles de campesinos y activistas.
Los Escuadrones de la Muerte antes eran soldados de la fuerza militar
Salvadoreña, y recibieron armas, formación y dinero de los administraciones
de los presidentes Carter, Reagan y George H. W. Bush. De esto, surgieron
grupos de activistas estadounidenses que criticaron a los Estados Unidos por
negar la conexión con los Escuadrones de la Muerte. Las investigaciones
muestran que entre los años 1980-1983 más de 35.000 personas murieron –
pero el Presidente Reagan minimizó el abuso.
Algunos grupos, como la Sombra Negra, todavía existen en El
Salvador. El Atlacatl Batallón (entrenado por los Estados Unidos) fue
responsable de la masacre de El Mozote –donde mataron más de 800 civiles
(y más de la mitad eran niños).
Esta época esta marcada por el dolor, la pobreza y la muerte de niños
sin voz. “Uncle Sam” siempre hablaba de ayudar a América Central, pero
resultó ser un tío que no quiere ni sabe cuidar de sus ‘sobrinos’
centroamericanos. Como resultado, los niños empiezan a busca ayudar de sus
hermanos lejanos, pero sin embargo se encuentran atrapados en el comercio
de las drogas y muriendo de hambre. Sus padres (los que todavía tienen
padres vivos) son impotentes ante el gobierno (por ejemplo, el de José
Napoleón Duarte en El Salvador). Sin embargo, los niños ‘rubios’ en Norte
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América no comprendieron la violencia ni el terrorismo que pasaron sus
compañeros en su propio ‘backyard.’ Ahora, que han pasado unas décadas
desde las guerra civiles de América Central, todavía vemos estos tipos de
crímenes contra niños inocentes. Por ejemplo, en Siria tan solo en el año
2016, la Naciones Unidas concluyó que más de 652 niños murieron y más de
852 niños fueron reclutados para el conflicto.
Este abuso de los críos ha ocurrido a través de los siglos, pero estas
caricaturas traen a la luz este gran problema que tiene que parar – esperemos
que la siguiente generación pueda hacer los cambios necesarios.
Este artículo fue escrito para honrar a los niños que sufrieron constantemente a
causa de la relación de los Estados Unidos con América Latina.
____

Comentario sobre el Poema “Oda a Roosevelt” de Rubén Darío
Biografía: Rubén Darío es el pseudónimo del gran poeta nicaragüense
Félix Rubén García Sarmiento, quien nació en Matagalpa, Nicaragua en 1867
y murió en León en 1916. Fue un poeta, periodista y diplomático
nicaragüense y el iniciador y máximo representante del Modernismo
Hispanoamericano. Es, posiblemente, el poeta que ha tenido una mayor y
más duradera influencia en la poesía del siglo XX en el ámbito hispánico. Es
llamado “Príncipe de las letras castellanas.”
La “Oda a Roosevelt” es un gran ejemplo de la poesía de Rubén
Darío. En este poema, el escritor reivindica la visión de América Latina sobre
Estados Unidos a principios del siglo XX. En este poema, el sentimiento
anti-imperialista está claro y se dirige al presidente de EE.UU. de aquella
época, Roosevelt, como máximo representante de la nación. Además de esto,
al final del poema, Rubén Darío exalta la América española, en
contraposición con la América de Roosevelt.
El poema también tiene alusiones muy cultas. Por ejemplo, se hace
referencia a la mitología Griega, sus dioses y divinidades. También al gran
poeta norteamericano Walt Whitman. Whitman escribía en versos largos y
cadenciosos que se asemejan a los de la Biblia, que también es citada en los
primeros versos de la Oda.
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Rubén Darío en esta Oda alzó su voz contra EEUU y su relación con
en Centro América. El poeta refleja su capacidad profética cuando EEUU
apenas comenzaba su carrera expansionista. El poema cuando fue escrito en
tiempos de la creación del Canal de Panamá (1904) durante relaciones muy
tensas con “el vecino del Norte”. Darío aconseja al hispanoamericano a
cuidarse del poderío imperial. Quiere la necesidad de la integración
latinoamericana para que se consolidase una gran nación que pudiera
enfrentarse a la amenaza de la doctrina Monroe y alaba la bravura de la
América mestiza.
100 años después: Darío demuestra en esta poesía, como en la
mayoría de su obra, el orgullo de ser latinoamericano y el rechazo a un estado
opresor, capitalista como EEUU. Pero, ¿podría tener una lectura escondida
sobre la Oda en la que hay elementos de EEUU que también se podían
admirar? El poema es profético, porque, efectivamente, EEUU ha invadido
varios países, pero quizás Panamá tuvo alguna ventaja…se separó de
Colombia y se convirtió en una nación; aun hoy el beneficio económico del
Canal se queda en Panamá; no hay bases militares y las relaciones entre
Panamá y EEUU son fuertes, quizá esto nunca se lo hubiera imaginado
Rubén Darío.
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Oda a Roosevelt
~Rubén Darío, Nicaragua 1867-1916

Es con voz de la Biblia, o verso de Walt Whitman
que habría de llegar hasta ti, Cazador,
primitivo y moderno, sencillo y complicado,
con un algo de Washington y cuatro de Nemrod.
Eres los Estados Unidos,
eres el futuro invasor
de la América ingenua que tiene sangre indígena,
que aún reza a Jesucristo y aún habla en español.
Eres soberbio y fuerte ejemplar de tu raza;
eres culto, eres hábil, te opones a Tolstoi.
Y domando caballos, y asesinando tigres,
eres un Alejandro-Nabucodonosor.
(Eres un profesor de Energía
como dicen los locos de hoy)
Crees que la vida es incendio,
que el progreso es erupción,
que en donde pones la bala
el porvenir pones.
No.
Los Estados Unidos son potentes y grandes.
Cuando ellos se estremecen hay un hondo temblor
que pasa por las vértebras enormes de los Andes.
Si clamáis, se oye como el rugir del león.
Ya Hugo a Grant lo dijo: las estrellas son vuestras.
(Apenas brilla, alzándose, el argentino sol
y la estrella chilena se levanta... ) Sois ricos
Juntáis al culto de Hércules el culto a Mammón,
y alumbrando el camino de la fácil conquista,
la Libertad levanta su antorcha en Nueva York.
Más la América nuestra, que tenía poetas
desde los tiempos de Netzahualcóyotl,
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que ha guardado las huellas de los pies del gran Baco,
que el alfabeto pánico en un tiempo aprendió;
que consultó los astros, que conoció la Atlántida
cuyo nombre nos viene resonando en Platón,
que desde los remotos momentos de su vida
vive de luz, de fuego, de perfume, de amor,
la América del grande Moctezuma, del Inca,
la América fragante de Cristóbal Colón,
La América católica, la América española,
la América en que dijo el noble Guatemoc:
"Yo no estoy en un lecho de rosas"; esa América
que tiembla de huracanes y que vive de amor,
hombres de ojos sajones y alma bárbara, vive.
Y sueña. Y ama, y vibra, y es la hija del Sol.
Tened cuidado. ¡Vive la América española!
Hay mil cachorros sueltos del León Español.
Se necesitaría, Roosevelt, ser, por Dios mismo,
el Riflero terrible y el fuerte Cazador,
para poder tenernos en vuestras férreas garras.
Y, pues contáis con todo, falta una cosa: ¡Dios!
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Outlandish Outsourcing
TRACI GRODNER
URS 2000: Growth and Change in Urban Society, Spring 2015
Nominated by: Dr. Hyeseon Jeong
Traci is a creative, optimistic matriarch, sales professional, and honorary
student. She is wife to Sean and mother to Keaton and Geneva. Traci enjoys
reading fiction, photography, traveling with her family, and laughing with her
friends. She strives for harmony in life, tries really hard not to sweat the small
things, and chooses to see the good in all people. Traci is majoring in
Organizational Leadership in the College of Education and Human Services.
Traci notes:
Several friends and colleagues have experienced job loss as a result of
outsourcing. Aspects of my position are currently being outsourced, and I
fear that more responsibilities will be sent overseas in the next few years.
When I began researching the human implications of these practices, I grew
angry. I knew firsthand of the loss of American jobs, however, I hadn’t
considered the poor working conditions in the other countries. I became
aware of The Fair Labor Association and why we should demand products
made with its endorsement. I hope that this piece will educate readers about
the many disadvantages of outsourcing.
Dr. Jeong notes:
In this review, Ms. Grodner performs an active and strategic reading of
Thomas Friedman’s The Lexus and the Olive Tree by selecting an issue of
contemporary national concern—global outsourcing and unemployment in
the United States. Her critique is based on a good literature review on the
topic and successfully keeps the audience interested by moving from a
personal anecdote to academic discussion and finally to a practical debate.
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Our world is more connected than ever. Technology has fueled our
thirst for the immediate sharing of information at little to no cost. When
growing up in the seventies, my aunt had a baby in Germany. Her husband
snapped a photo in the hospital with his 35mm film camera. A few days later,
when the roll’s twenty-four frames were filled, he had the local photo shop
develop his film and print the photos. He then mailed the best one back to
the United States where my grandparents could finally view it several weeks
later. In addition to the time spent, this process cost around fifteen dollars
between the roll of film, developing, and postage. Thanks to today’s
technology, newborns are promptly photographed digitally and the resulting
images distributed to thousands in mere seconds, for free. Thomas Friedman
shares a similar scenario in his book, The Lexus and the Olive Tree. He describes
a digital camera advertisement, in a time when digital photography was just
entering the consumer market. The ad interprets the new technology for
those uninformed, explaining that the floppy diskette is the film, and the
computer screen displaying the baby picture, is the post office (Friedman 83).
Businesses, like people, are seeking ways to maximize profits. One effective
way is by subcontracting aspects of their business, such as production and
services, to developing countries. This is called “outsourcing” (Fernandez
and Valencia 14), and it is a factor of globalization. Despite the controversy
surrounding this business movement, Friedman emphatically supports it,
stating that businesses not on board with this trending concept will pay more
than they should and fall behind the competition (Friedman 109). I, on the
other hand, deplore these practices for many reasons.
A major reason companies are outsourcing certain functions of their
business is due to cheaper labor in some foreign countries. Latin America,
for example, has become a popular destination for such activities. Labor in
Latin America is competitively priced, yet their labor laws are weak and
flexible. While the subcontracting company is saving money, the workers
typically experience unfavorable working conditions such as being required
to work long hours, receiving low wages and little vacation time, and
experiencing quick turnovers and unsafe employment conditions (Fernandez
and Valencia 16). Another factor affecting workers in developing countries is
that employers are seeking to eliminate labor unions, making labor conditions
even more unfavorable. Despite indirectly working for a U.S. company,
outsourced workers in other countries are not granted the perks that
American workers typically enjoy. Similarly, U.S. companies outsourcing
aspects of their business are not held to U.S. standards. This results in
exploitation of the workers overseas (Fernandez and Valencia 23). Friedman
acknowledges the concern for global working conditions, but believes
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consumers should simply demand products made with the endorsement of
the Fair Labor Association (Friedman 207). Sadly, not enough attention has
been paid to outsourcing’s consequences on humanity from a governmental
standpoint.
With the increasing popularity of outsourcing, many Americans are
experiencing reduced wages, or worse, unemployment. Roughly fourteen
million U.S. workers are negatively impacted by this movement. They are
losing their ability to negotiate better working conditions and salaries due to
risks of layoffs or firings (Fernandez and Valencia 18). The nation’s working
poor are finding the job market aggressively competitive as others will
perform the work for less. Roughly twenty-five percent of workers aged 18
to 64 earn a full-time salary at the federal poverty line for a family of four
(Colvin & Bernstein 2). In addition, the federal minimum wage is 30% less
than it was in the 1960s--when inflation is taken into consideration. Making
the situation worse, the cost of college is rising exponentially, leaving less
than five percent of students from the working poor able to claim their
diploma. This pattern results in low skills compounding with each generation
(Colvin & Bernstein 4).
While companies find the short-term cost reductions and increased
productivity enticing, many do not realize that outsourcing may actually have
overarching negative impacts overall (Park, et al. 472). I believe that in order
to achieve optimization from all aspects of business, segments must interact
with one another on all levels. This is difficult when some functions are in
another country thousands of miles away. Some organizations have
discovered that long-term success demands the merging of technology,
nurturing relationships with clients, and encouraging achievement
evaluations. The most challenging symptoms of outsourcing are inability to
coordinate and lackluster performance from workers. Failure to improve in
these areas may result in restructuring, terminations, or having to renegotiate
an outsourcing agreement. Organizations must weigh the benefits of short
term efficiency against long term impacts, such as inability to conform to
fluctuations in their environment stemming from not understanding their
customers and market (Park, et al. 474). When product developers work
closely with production and marketing, they will effectively identify and
implement innovative design improvements based on collective feedback.
Outsourcing benefits businesses with relentless interest in inflating
profits. Meanwhile, global labor is being exploited within hazardous working
conditions and the American working class is exponentially struggling to
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keep afloat. Many companies are calculating immediate cost savings without
considering the detrimental consequences over time. Modifications in
employment policies and updates in legislation will benefit workers and
employers alike (Fernandez and Valencia 23). Incentives should be offered to
companies investing in domestic employment. U.S. President Obama has
rejected outsourcing, citing it as a major reason for America’s high
unemployment rate. He proposed a domestic policy that offers tax credit
toward research and innovation for companies that conduct all aspects of
their business in the United States (Fernandez and Valencia 18). Some have
proposed tying trade pacts to labor rights, for example, requiring a country
that wants to participate in upgraded trade status to allow its workers to form
unions, giving the working poor leverage over wages (Conlin and Bernstein
4). While these actions will not eliminate the cheap labor options that tempt
U.S. businesses, they will protect workers’ rights, help improve our nation’s
disappointing unemployment rate, and ensure that companies make informed
decisions for the betterment of their business, over time.
____
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Since graduating from Wright State University with her Bachelors in Spanish
in 2015, Larissa has continued to pursue cross-cultural work by building
bridges between international students and Americans through the nonprofit organization, International Friendships Inc. (IFI) in Dayton, Ohio. In
addition, Larissa volunteered at IFI while a student at Wright State
University. Pursuing a degree in Spanish was her first in-depth experience
understanding another culture. Now her work with IFI allows her to
continue to do that with students of many different backgrounds on a regular
basis, and to engage other Americans in pursuing that same intercultural
understanding.
Larissa Notes:
This paper began as a research assignment for my final Honors project. The
summer before my senior year, when I was starting to brainstorm for the
project, I was able to study in Spain for a month as a result of a scholarship.
Naturally, I wanted to utilize my time in Spain to gather some firsthand
experience and knowledge of the culture. I did this by using a specialized
deck of cards called “Perspectivas” to interview people I met in order to see
how they understood their spiritual beliefs. This “field research” launched my
historical and literary research upon my return, allowing me to delve into a
deeper understanding of the evolution of the spirituality of Spaniards by
taking into account many literary and artistic mediums. I also looked at
Spaniard’s relationship to The Bible, as Spain comes from a strong history of
Catholicism.
Dr. Serrano Notes:
An Honors project that began by considering biblical influence in the
Spanish culture of the Americas turned into an intense exploration of the
subtleties and implications a spiritual environment instills in culture. Larissa
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Swartz starts by offering an exegesis of Biblical quotations in key literary
texts and moves on to elaborate an argument that, in chronological order,
penetrates causes, motives and consequences. The essay traces the
consequences of this interaction in the religious, the spiritual, and the cultural
from the very beginnings to postmodern times. Swartz’ style is robust,
detailed, and penetrating. Larissa is not persuaded by the belief that the
established has to be accepted; rather, in her view, each individual must find
his/her way, and, thus, she brings a new interpretation to the spiritual
evolution of Spain.
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Abstracto
La religión tiene una tendencia mezclar con la política, lo cual es una
parte esencial del cuento de España - la relación entrelazada entre el Estado y
la Iglesia, resultando en un momento en el nacionalcatolicismo. España tiene
una larga historia como una nación católica, pero esa no es la España de hoy
- una España laica, libre y democrática, pero ahogando en depresión,
inestabilidad económica y agitación política. La huella del catolicismo está
arraigado en la cultura, o sea, la identidad nacional española - en las
tradiciones, el idioma, los festivales, el arte, la literatura y la arquitectura. Por
siglos ser español era ser católico, pero ya no es así. Sin embargo, la
influencia de la Iglesia Católica ha disminuido considerablemente después del
Concordato de 1979 y la transición a la democracia. Aún más, una de las
Iglesias más conservadoras de Europa ha convertido en un vehículo de la
secularización del país. La marca católica de la identidad española ha
cambiado de una de estricta religiosidad a una de subjetiva posmodernidad
que es evidente en las expresiones culturales artísticas en la literatura, la
música y la cinematografía. El desarrollo del catolicismo en España a través
de los siglos y la ejecución de valores y prácticas religiosos por el Estado ha
llevado a un catolicismo roto además de fomentar la cultura hedonista y el
apático ambiente espiritual contemporáneo que es «cristiano» en cultura, pero
no en creencias aplicadas. Como resultado de creencias y prácticas forzadas,
la cultura española ha convertido en un rechazo completo de los valores
morales del Catolicismo tradicional de España y ha cedido un vacío espiritual
donde los temas de Dios y la fe ya no tiene influencia en una sociedad
religiosamente apática.
Religion often has a tendency to mix with politics, which is an
essential part of the story of Spain – the tangled relationship between the
State and the Church, resulting at one point, in National Catholicism. Spain
has a long history as a catholic nation, but that is not the Spain of today – a
secular, free, and democratic Spain, but one that is drowning in depression,
economic instability and political turmoil. The footprint of Catholicism is
rooted in the culture, or in other words, the national Spanish identity – in the
traditions, the language, the festivals, the art, the literature and the
architecture. For centuries, to be Spanish was to be catholic, but this is no
longer the case. However, the influence of the Catholic Church has
diminished considerably after the Concordance of 1979 and the transition to
democracy. Not only that, but one of the most conservative churches of
Europe throughout the centuries has become a medium of secularization of
the country. The catholic trademark of Spanish identity has changed over the
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past century from one of strict religiosity to one of subjective postmodernity
that can be seen through the cultural artistic expressions in literature, music,
and film. This development of Catholicism in Spain through the centuries
and the enforcement of religious values and practices by the State has
resulted in a broken Catholicism in addition to fostering a hedonistic culture
and contemporary apathetic spiritual environment that is “Christian” in
culture, but not in practice. As a result of forced practices and beliefs, the
Spanish culture has converted in a complete rejection of the moral values of
the traditional Catholicism of Spain and has given way to a spiritual vacuum
where questions of God and faith are no longer of any import in a religiously
apathetic society.
____
«España, evangelizadora de la unidad del orbe; España, martillo de
herejes, luz de Trento, espada de Roma, cuna de san Ignacio. Ésta es nuestra
grandeza y nuestra unidad. No tenemos otra.» (Payne, xii). Así el filólogo
español Marcelino Menéndez y Pelayo resumió la historia de España, aún
antes de la Guerra Civil Española y la dictadura de Franco. Como mucho de
Europa, España ha sido un bastión del Cristianismo y la religiosidad por
muchos siglos, específicamente del Catolicismo, pero su historia como una
nación católica es distinta. El Catolicismo de España --como puntal del reino
de «los Reyes Católicos»-- creó un ambiente religioso que ha dado forma a la
cultura de España hoy. Sin embargo, hoy en día la religiosidad de España no
es una reflexión verdadera de la ideología espiritual de España sino más bien
un aspecto cultural, en vez de creencias que se manifiestan en la vida. Como
país, España ejemplifica nuestra tendencia como seres humanos a esconder el
dolor y las preguntas filosóficas y espirituales detrás de un disfraz de una
felicidad falsa, búsquedas materialistas y deseos egoístas. La cultura española
y las creencias subsecuentes reflejan cómo la espiritualidad ha evolucionado a
través de la historia y en el contexto de Europa y las Américas. El desarrollo
del catolicismo en España a través de los siglos y la ejecución de valores y
prácticas religiosas por el Estado ha llevado a un catolicismo roto, además de
fomentar la cultura hedonista y el apático ambiente espiritual contemporáneo
que es «cristiano» en cultura, pero no en creencias vividas. Como resultado de
creencias y prácticas forzadas, la cultura española se ha convertido en un
rechazo completo de los valores morales del Catolicismo tradicional de
España. Hoy día, España exhibe los rasgos de una sociedad posmoderna que
se manifiesta en las creencias espirituales y filosóficas de la gente.
Para obtener un entendimiento profundo de una cultura, hay que
empezar con las creencias de la gente a explorar las raíces de las creencias y
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sus orígenes. Por eso, la religión de una sociedad es una ventana a través de la
cual se puede descubrir la fundación de su visión del mundo. En ninguna
parte es esto más cierto que en España, y al estudiar su historia, el impacto
del catolicismo en la cultura llega a ser más claro y más complicado a la
misma vez. A pesar de que España es un país basado en la fe católica, el
desarrollo histórico ha llevado la apariencia de una fe, cultural y tradicional,
en vez una fe actuante. Aunque la religión principal de España ha sido el
catolicismo, también se ha mezclado mucho con el islam y el judaísmo. Otra
razón es que siempre se enredan la cultura con la religión, y en el caso de
España mucho más, hasta el punto que es difícil separar el gobierno de la
Iglesia para distinguir las creencias espirituales de las creencias culturales.
Para entender el catolicismo español como fenómeno, hay que investigar no
solo la conformación de la identidad sino la religión católica en sí misma
también. No se puede comprender el catolicismo español sin un
entendimiento de la fe católica y del proceso de la formación de dicha
identidad en la Edad Media.
La integración del Estado y la Iglesia no es única a España sino una
característica de la Iglesia Católica desde su formación. Antes de que
Constantino legalizara el Cristianismo en 313 DC, los cristianos fueron
perseguidos y se negaban a luchar por el Estado (Catholicism). Como
emperador, Constantino reclamó que Dios le había dado poder y empezó a
reformar el Cristianismo en una religión del Estado, adaptando costumbres y
creencias paganas con el fin de hacer el Cristianismo más atractivo a la gente
(Catholicism). Por eso, el catolicismo se ve distinto de otras ramas del
Cristianismo que no adoran a los santos, especialmente a la Virgen María. Así
la religión de los pobres y oprimidos que estimaba la humildad y servidumbre
se convirtió en una religión de poder y riqueza controlada por la jerarquía
eclesiástica. En ese contexto, es fácil olvidar que el cristianismo nació «como
movimiento laico y marginal, sin el apoyo del Imperio, más aún, enfrentado
al Imperio; y continuó actuando como movimiento religioso a favor de los
excluidos del sistema, hasta su reconocimiento como religión oficial» (Acosta,
169). Cuando el imperio romano se derrumbaba, fue la aristocracia romana la
que salvó a la Iglesia Católica a través de los nobles, quienes se hicieron
obispos (Catholicism). Después del descenso del imperio romano y la subida
del imperio islámico, la Iglesia Católica llegó a ser un poder imperial de
nuevo cuando Carlomagno fue coronado por el Papa León III en el año 800
DC (Catholicism). Sin embargo, iba creciendo la tensión entre el Estado y la
Iglesia Católica en cuanto a quién tenía más autoridad y poder. Además, la
división entre la Iglesia Católica del Oeste y la Iglesia Ortodoxa del Este
aumentó hasta que por fin se separaron en 1054. A lo largo de los siglos, se
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iba desarrollando este imperio de fe, enfocado en la estructura centralizada
del poder y la infalibilidad del Papa, y controlando y mediando el
conocimiento espiritual para la gente; hasta perseguir a los que profesaban
creencias diferentes. Aunque el Catolicismo español no se había desarrollado
completamente como parte de la identidad nacional española hasta el siglo
XVI, todavía fue la institución principal, con poder político y social, en la
Península Ibérica antes de la conquista musulmana en el año 711.
Los inicios de lo que llegaría a ser la ideología española de
«catolicismo patriótico, reconquista y expansión» empezaron a desarrollarse y
por fin, hacerse realidad en el siglo IX (Payne, 16). Sin embargo, desde aún
antes, una identidad española fue modelada en la literatura por el personaje
del Cid, el vasallo del rey, en el poema épico El Cantar de Mío Cid, escrita en el
siglo XII. Es el héroe de la literatura española, defensor de la nación y la fe,
que encarna todos los ideales de la nación: la lealtad, la justicia, la
masculinidad, el Cristianismo, el honor, la honra, la nobleza, la perseverancia,
la obediencia, y la autoridad. Este representante literario ilustra inclusive el
matrimonio de la fe con la conquista política y militar. Desde el inicio, el
cristianismo español ha sido una religión militar, que es una fe que se
defiende con la espada y no con el amor radical de Cristo, que se trata de
humildad, servicio, y autosacrificio. En vez de amar a los moros, los mató,
los persiguió con la espada, y se regocijaba cuando eran vencidos: «¡Tan buen
día por la cristianidad ca fueyen los moros de la part!» El problema es que no
se ganan las guerras políticas y militares con el amor y el autosacrificio hay un
conflicto de lealtades, y en España la lealtad de la corona conquistó la de la
cruz, sujetandola a su voluntad y llevándola como bandera y en el escudo.
Esta identidad nacional llegó a ser aún más cimentada en la cultura
cuando llegó el año 1469 y tuvo lugar el matrimonio que cambiaría el mundo.
Y eso no se dice a la ligera porque fue a través de esta unión que se formó el
imperio español, que descubriría y conquistaría el Nuevo Mundo. Se unieron
más que una pareja; se unieron dos reinos y aun más, el Estado y la Iglesia de
manera definitiva. Ese año monumental confirmó el curso de España como
una nación católica, tanto así que Fernando e Isabel se hicieron conocidos
por siempre como «Los Reyes Católicos».
Fernando e Isabel siempre serán estimados por todo lo que hicieron
por España. Según Stanley Payne, «los reinos españoles dieron también a su
relación con el cristianismo un papel especial que no coincidía meramente
con el que tenía en el resto de Europa» (5). La Reina Isabel es especialmente
amada y conocida por sus virtudes y su religiosidad de tal manera que en
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1958 se inició el proceso de su beatificación (fuente). Aunque tiene un legado
laudatorio, es un legado dejado por los artistas y los escritores de la corte, que
básicamente fueran obligados a retratar bien a sus monarcas. Sobre todo, la
triste paradoja de su gobierno es que el reino de los cristianos se define por la
persecución y el exilio de los judíos, moros, jesuitas, herejes, quienes no se
ajustaban a la doctrina y la confesión católica. El mismo año en que Colón
descubrió las Américas fue el inicio de la Inquisición y expulsión de los nocatólicos. Esta etapa de intolerancia continuaba por los años de la Reforma
Protestante en el siglo XVI y permaneció vigente hasta el siglo XIX. Así que
los que querían quedarse en España fueron forzados a aceptar la fe católica y
aunque muchos se convirtieron al catolicismo, la fe de estos conversos
nuevos todavía era sospechosa. Este problema de conversión llevó a una
preocupación con la «limpieza de sangre», en que su religión y fe fueron más
una cuestión racial y genética en vez de una cuestión de confesión y
creencias. Todo eso para decir que al final España logró una identidad unida
y nacional a través del catolicismo y la intolerancia racial, enmascarada como
intolerancia religiosa. Trabajando mano a mano, el Estado y la Iglesia en
España formó una nación formidable.
El gran pensador y filósofo John Locke expuso mucho de este
conflicto entre el Estado y la Iglesia. En su «Carta sobre la tolerancia» Locke
escribió:
«Bajo el Evangelio no hay absolutamente nada parecido a una
mancomunidad cristiana. Estoy de acuerdo que sí, hay muchos reinos
y países que han adoptado el cristianismo, pero han retenido y
preservado la forma del estado y el gobierno que anteriormente
tenían, sobre lo cual Cristo en su ley no ha dicho nada. Él ha
enseñado la fe y los valores morales según los cuales los individuos
puedan obtener la vida eterna. Sin embargo, no instituyó una
mancomunidad; no introdujo ninguna forma nueva de gobernar que
fuera peculiar a su propia gente; no armó a ningún gobernante con
una espada, para forzar a la gente a adoptar la fe o la adoración que
Él les presentó ni los proscribió de la práctica de su propia religión»
(29, traducida).
Claro que esta postura en realidad no existía sino hasta después de la
Ilustración de los siglos XVII y XVIII. En la Edad Media, el entendimiento
era «Obrar bien, que Dios es Dios» en las palabras del famoso Calderón de la
Barca en su obra El gran teatro del mundo, donde cada personaje de la sociedad
tiene su propio papel, dado por Dios. Según esta perspectiva, el rey, o
cualquier gobernante, es designado por Dios y así la gente debe respetar su
autoridad. Todos los papeles son designados por Dios y uno no debe
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cuestionarlo sino aceptarlo y cumplirlo bien para poder ascender al cielo.
Después de la Ilustración, esta idea del gobierno se ajustó en el concepto del
«Despotismo Ilustrado» en el cual la autoridad pese a ser razonable,
reformada y benevolente, aún tenía la última palabra, y el gobernante imponía
su voluntad sobre todo. Esta idea se demuestra en la literatura, en la obra «El
sí de las niñas» de Leandro Fernández de Moratín en la que el distinguido
señor Don Diego, un hombre de mayor edad, y prometido a la muchacha
Paquita, la deja casarse con el soldado de quien ella está enamorada, al
reconocer la desigualdad de esta relación. De la misma manera, España veía a
América Latina como su hija desobediente que no sabe cómo comportarse
mejor. Como Don Diego, España creía saber lo que era beneficioso para
América Latina, y su imposición, pese a que pudiera ser más o menos
ventajosa, de todas formas era una imposición no solicitada. En el contexto
mundial, esta conexión del papel del catolicismo español con respecto a la
nación representa, como expone Payne, «la transformación institucional
moderna de España ,[la cual] generó más conflictos en las relaciones entre el
Estado y la Iglesia y por un período más largo que en cualquier otro país del
mundo» (7). Esta profunda relación permaneció hasta que se rompió
oficialmente con la nueva Constitución de 1978 y el Concordato de 1979
(Dietz, 19). Sin embargo, ha sido difícil destetar financieramente a la Iglesia
del Estado, y vice versa.
A diferencia de América Latina, que luchó por su independencia,
España había aprendido a aceptar y respetar a las autoridades,
gubernamentales o espirituales. Desde la formación de esta nación católica
bajo los «Reyes Católicos», América Latina ha estado intrínsecamente
conectada a la tierra de su subyugación. Considerando que uno de los
principales objetivos de la Conquista del Nuevo Mundo fue convertir a los
«indios», uno se puede imaginar que el contexto en que se desarrollaba la
religión en América Latina había sido distinto que al de España. Con la
excepción de Bartolomé de las Casas, casi nadie criticaba la manera violenta y
degradante de tratar a los indios. Ya que los países de este Nuevo Mundo se
desarrollaron bajo el imperio español, su postura hacia España siempre ha
sido una postura rebelde. Y no hay ninguna otra escritora o escritor que la
ejemplifique mejor que Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz, quien fue una monja
rebelde dentro de la misma Iglesia, no solo contra España sino contra una
sociedad machista que no valoraba que las mujeres estudiaran. Por eso, las
palabras de su famoso poema, «Hombres necios que acusáis / a la mujer sin
razón, / sin ver que sois la ocasión / de los mismo que culpáis...» (109),
fueron, por esa época, tan polémicas. Sor Juana no fue la única rebelde, claro,
pero es una de las más conocidas como escritora. Todo esta amargura hacia
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España se había cocido a fuego lento por quinientos años mientras se
añadían los ingredientes. Surgirían voces, especialmente en la literatura y la
poesía, que retomaron la lucha iniciada por Sor Juana y la de la poeta Claribel
Alegría es una. Alegría subraya estes elementos, o ingredientes, en su poema:
«Dos libras de masa de mestizo...una cajita de pasas beatas...un sofrito con
cascos conquistadores / tres cebollas jesuitas / una bolsita de oro
multinacional...una zanahoria presidencial / dos cucharadas de
alcahuetes...dos tomates ministeriales / media taza de azúcar televisora». Por
fin la olla se desbordó y a los inicios del siglo XIX, las colonias americanas
empezaron a luchar y ganar su independencia de España.
Al igual que España llegó a ser un imperio magnífico en un
momento, como la Iglesia Católica era una gran influencia, la caída de los dos
se produjeron como resultado de la defensa militar y dogmática de su poder.
Cuando el dogma se defiende y se hace cumplir, la espiritualidad se pierde
debido a la imposición de las creencias religiosas y políticas y prácticas
colectivas del grupo poderoso. Desde su formación, la fe católica, por lo
general, ha sido la fe de los ricos y poderosos y por su conexión al Estado,
una fe política, y el caso de España no es diferente, sino un caso ejemplar de
la fusión social, política y religiosa de ideologías. Como escribió Manuel
Ramírez Jiménez (2010) en su artículo sobre la «Democracia y crisis de
valores» en España: «Las ideas de la clase dominante son las ideas
dominantes en cada época...la clase que ejerce el poder material dominante en
la sociedad es, al mismo tiempo, su poder espiritual dominante» (65). Y desde
la época medieval, esa clase había estado compuesta de cristianos, los que se
hicieron conocidos como los «Cristianos viejos» durante la Inquisición, en el
siglo XV y en adelante, debido a que reclamaban la limpieza de sangre. Fue
ese periodo justo después de la culminación de la Reconquista en 1492 en
que se estableció el clasismo y la estratificación social, una división profunda
y también idealista.
En todo el mundo, la literatura es uno de los medios principales a
través del cual la gente denuncia y critica a la sociedad, a su país, el gobierno,
lo que se ve como un problema. Y típicamente las denuncias se atan a las
restricciones de la sociedad. Lo más limitante es la sociedad, lo más fuerte y
numeroso las denuncias. Cinco horas con Mario de Miguel Delibes, publicada en
1966, es una de las novelas de la dictadura de Franco que, mientras denuncia
la sociedad, la diseca, presentando al lector muy claramente los “dos
Españas”. A través de los dos personajes principales, Mario y Carmen, el
lector empieza a entender la identidad más profunda e idealista de los
españoles. Todo el libro es un monólogo, o mono-diálogo, de Carmen quien
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está velando a su recién esposo fallecido. Aún la estructura del libro
representa la vida de los españoles, como cada capítulo empieza con un verso
de La Biblia Náucar-Colunga, la sociedad española estaba fundada en los
valores bíblicos y católicos y estructurada en ellos.
Es evidente esta penetración del clasismo en la personaje de Carmen,
la narradora de Cinco horas con Mario cuando dice: «otra equivocación, que a
los pobres les sacas de su centro y no te sirven ni para finos ni para bastos,
les echáis a perder, convéncete, enseguida quieren ser señores y eso no puede
ser, cada uno debe arreglárselas dentro de su clase como se hizo siempre»
(Delibes, 66). Ella viene de la «clase media más bien alta» (Delibes, 45) y por
sus prejuicios contra los judíos y los protestantes, fes que comparten tantos
principios dentro del marco judeo-cristiano y vienen de la misma raíz, dice
que «antes la muerte, fíjate bien, la muerte, que rozarme con un judío o un
protestante» (Delibes, 77). ¡Qué antagonistas sus sentimientos: pese a que
habían transcurrido siglos después de la Inquisición y la limpieza de sangre!
Ese es el tipo de prejuicio abierto que uno se espera de los tiempos de
intolerancia de los siglos XV, XVI y XVII, pero no del siglo XX; aunque la
lucha por los derechos civiles continuaba en ese tiempo. Pero la Inquisición,
uno de los hechos de intolerancia más condenados de la historia, es alabada
por Carmen: «la Inquisición era bien buena porque nos obligaba a todos a
pensar en bueno, o sea en cristiano, ya lo ves en España, todos católicos y
católicos a machamartillo, que hay que ver qué devoción, no como esos
extranjerotes que ni se arrodillan para comulgar ni nada, que yo sacerdote, y
no hablo por hablar, pediría al gobierno que los expulsase de España»
(Delibes, 131). Hasta hoy permanece en el idioma este sentido de
cristianismo como equivalente a lo bueno, lo educado y lo superior; porque
hablar «en cristiano» es otra manera para decir «hablar en castellano».
Carmen, la narradora, ejemplifica la España tradicional y retrógrada.
Es católica, clasista, egoísta, domesticada y poco crítica. Ella cree todo lo que
dicen las que se consideran autoridades en su vida (el gobierno, sus padres, la
tele, etc.) y solo le importan los asuntos personales, así que es víctima de la
sociedad. Por otro lado, Mario personifica a todas luces la España liberal y
progresista. Trabaja como catedrático y escribe para un diario sobre los temas
que a él le da la gana tratar, temas donde se promueve el pensamiento
crítico/independiente porque a él le preocupan la igualdad y la justicia en la
sociedad, y por eso le importa la caridad; además ayuda a los que no tienen.
Él también es católico, pero para él su fe parece significar algo diferente. Los
versos bíblicos que Carmen discute durante la velación fueron versos
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subrayados de su marido en su propia Biblia y dan voz a las opiniones y
pensamientos del fallecido.
Sin embargo, el problema fundamental del libro es la falta de
comunicación entre la pareja, que ya la muerte los separa y no podrían
resolver jamás sus diferencias. Ellos encarnan a España que sufre de la falta
de comunicación entre las dos clases ideológicas, las cuales tienen diferentes
objetivos y valores. Además, una de las maneras principales en que se puede
ver el impacto del dogma católico durante la dictadura de Franco es en los
papeles de hombres y mujeres. Una buena esposa es la que cuida bien las
necesidades de la familia y la casa, es el “ángel del hogar”. Carmen demuestra
ésta mentalidad cuando dice: «Que el servicio desaparece no es ninguna
novedad, Mario, cariño, y aunque tu salgas con que es buena señal...lo cierto
es que cada vez hay más vicio y, hoy en día, hasta las criadas quieren ser
señoritas, para que te enteres, que la que no fuma, se pinta las uñas o se pone
pantalones, yo que sé. ¿Crees tú que esto es formalidad? Estas mujeres están
destrozando la vida de familia». (Delibes, 35-36). Tiene razón de que «cada
vez hay más vicio», pero habla de una perspectiva legalista, la cual observa
las acciones exteriores y no el corazón. Es claro que Carmen está juzgando a
todas las mujeres que se conforman a las nuevas tendencias de la época. Parte
de ser humano es el orgullo que se hace pensar que uno es superior de los
demás, que uno se sabe todo lo correcto. Jesús habla de esta tendencia de
juzgar a otros en Mateo cuando dice: «¿Por qué te fijas en la astilla que tiene
tu hermano en el ojo, y no le das importancia a la viga que está en el tuyo?
¿Cómo puedes decirle a tu hermano: “Déjame sacarte la astilla del ojo”,
cuando ahí tienes una viga en el tuyo? ¡Hipócrita!, saca primero la viga de tu
propio ojo, y entonces verás con claridad para sacar la astilla del ojo de tu
hermano» (Mateo 7:3-5, NVI, CST).
Además, en el prólogo de la novela, esta superficialidad es
comunicada al lector a través de la explicación de la costumbre de besar: «En
realidad, no se besaban, cruzaban estudiadamente las cabezas, primero del
lado izquierdo, luego del derecho, y besaban al aire, tal vez a algún cabello
desmandado, de forma que una y otra sintieran los chasquidos de los besos
pero no su efusión.» (Delibes 11). Es como decir que la sociedad tiene la
apariencia de emoción y sentimiento, y aun de fe, pero no es real. También
hay una canción popular que todo el mundo hispano sabe que alude a esta
misma idea al decir en la canción «Maldita Primavera»: «Lo que a su paso
dejó / es un beso que no pasa de un beso / una caricia que no suena sincera
/ un te quiero y no te quiero» (Yuri). Para los cristianos, hay una escena
significativa de la Biblia en que ese tipo de beso nos hace pensar: el beso de
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Judas. El beso insincero de uno de los queridos discípulos de Jesús que lo
traicionó a los fariseos que lo querían matar. Carmen admite esta
superficialidad a sí misma: «ésta es la verdad, que vivimos la época de los
envases, hija, no me digas, que en todas las cosas vale más lo de fuera que lo
de dentro, que es una engañifa y una vergüenza» (Delibes, 24). Este cambio
en la sociedad --que ya observa Carmen-- es una característica de la
Posmodernidad y hace recordar el arte de Andy Warhol. La imagen de los
envases, que típicamente son de plástico, refuerzan la idea de superficialidad
y apariencias exteriores. Esta opinión de Carmen es opuesta completamente
al verso en la Biblia dónde el Señor dijo a Samuel: «La gente se fija en las
apariencias, pero yo me fijo en el corazón» (1 Sam. 16:7, NVI CST). Durante
la dictadura, el exterior perfecto era aquel que se conformaba a los estándares
morales y legalistas de La Biblia, forzados por el Estado bajo Franco.
Después de la muerte de Franco y durante la transición a la democracia, la
imagen ideal y los valores morales cambiarían dramáticamente. Pero aunque
este estado de cosas cambiaría, la imagen exterior y el guardar las apariencias
morales seguirán siendo importantes en la sociedad española, pero solo de
forma materialista y laica en vez de religiosa.
La verdad es que España es un gran paradoja porque ¿cómo puede
ser una nación tan religiosa y tan laica a la vez? «Religioso» y «laico» son
palabras mutuamente excluyentes, o sea, son palabras contradictorias. Ser
secular o laico significa no ser religioso, o, según la Real Academia Española
(RAE): «que no tiene órdenes clericales.» Esta paradoja que es España se
refleja en el escrito de Juan Marsé en su premiada novela, Si te dicen que caí, en
la que escribe de situaciones tan horrorosas que el lector se siente
desconcertado por la inmoralidad, pero escribe con estilo tan artístico y con
palabras tan magníficas en lo estético, que deja al lector embelesado por la
historia en vez de repugnado por lo que típicamente sería ofensivo. Se puede
decir que España es la definición misma de la dualidad, la cual es «la
existencia de dos caracteres o fenómenos distintos en una misma persona o
en un mismo estado de cosas» (RAE), debido a que el Estado y la Iglesia se
juntan. La paradoja de España se resuelve en tradición y modernidad; orgullo
y humildad; unidad y división; religiosidad y secularización; libertad y
jerarquía; hedonismo y depresión.
No obstante, la paradoja de España no manifiesta la paradoja de la
religión que la sostiene: la paradoja de Jesús. La piedra angular de la fe
cristiana, Jesús es una dualidad paradójica: igual Dios e igual hombre, igual
Rey e igual sirviente. Dios en forma humana, «no vino para que le sirvan,
sino para servir y para dar su vida en rescate por muchos» (Mateo 20:28,
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CST). Jesús contradice nuestras expectativas de un Rey: no es un rey político,
sino el Rey espiritual, el Príncipe de Paz. Los fariseos y líderes religiosos del
tiempo de Jesús esperaban algo diferente de Dios: que sus actos, ritos, vida
moral fueran elogiados. Sin embargo, con cada parábola y cada mensaje,
Jesús les sorprendió porque en el nuevo evangelio se demuestra que Dios no
se fija en las apariencias como los hombres, se fija en el corazón, un corazón
humillado (1 Sam. 16:7, CST). Parte de la paradoja de España consiste en que
no representa bien a Jesús y lo que mandó a sus seguidores, y esto es debido
a la explicada conexión política. Manuel Azaña, el presidente de la Segunda
República había comentado que: «El uso más desatinado que se puede hacer
del Evangelio es aducirlo como texto de argumentos políticos, la
deformación más monstruosa de de la figura de Jesús es presentarla como un
propagandista demócrata o como lector de Michele o de Castelar, o quién
sabe si como un precursor de la reforma agraria. No. La experiencia cristiana,
señores diputados, es una cosa terrible, y sólo se puede tratar en serio»
(Payne, 307). España es ejemplar en ese sentido (pero no el único), de tomar
la Biblia y llevarla como apoyo político. Jesús no fue un Ché Guevara; no fue
un revolucionario político sino un revolucionario espiritual.
Desafortunadamente, muchas veces la verdad absoluta se queda
distorsionada cuando uno se la manipula para su propia agenda y siempre hay
que luchar contra nuestra propia perspectiva sesgada y también la del mundo
para ver la verdad aun más clara.
Si no se reconoce que se necesita un médico, no se va a pedir ayuda,
porque como dijo Jesús: «No son los sanos que los que necesitan médico
sino los enfermos. Y yo no he venido a llamar a justos sino a pecadores»
(Marcos 2:17, CST). Este es el mundo actual en lo que el lector se sitúa en el
primer capítulo del libro de Juan Marsé, Si te dicen que caí. El lector se enfrenta
a una imagen grotesca del mundo, y de España específicamente. Es un
mundo de miseria, de pecadores y de horror; lleno de personas «venidas a
menos», como la misma España. Resuena esa España que Carmen predice
cuando habla de vocaciones para las diferentes clases: «hay vocaciones para
gente pobre y hay vocaciones para gente bien, cada uno en su clase, creo yo,
que a este paso, a la vuelta de un par de años, el mundo al revés, los pobres
de ingenieros, y la gente pudiente arreglando los plomos de la luz, fíjate que
gracia» (Delibes, 127). Esa es la España que describe Marsé: una España
«patas arriba» dónde el señorito tullido solo tiene poder de forzar a otros a
cometer actos pornográficos que él no podía disfrutar físicamente, por sí
mismo. Con la primera frase de Sí te dicen que caí, una escena grotesca y
hermosa a la vez, nos engancha:
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«Cuenta que al levantar el borde de la sábana que cubría al
ahogado, revivió en la cenagosa profundidad de pantano de
sus ojos abiertos un barrio de solares ruinosos y tronchados
geranios cruzado de punta a punta por silbidos de afilador; un
remoto espejismo traspasado por el aullido azul de la verdad.
Y que a pesar de las elegantes sienes plateadas, la piel
bronceada y las sortijas de oro que aún lucía el cadáver, le
reconoció; que todo habían sido espejuelos, dijo, en aquel
tiempo y aquellas calles, incluido este trapero que al cabo de
treinta años alcanzaba su corrupción final enmascarado de
dignidad y dinero» (Marsé, 13).
Esta descripción riquísima captura al lector tan completamente que se olvida
que se trata de un ahogado, de un muerto: un residuo que no debía ser tan
bello. Y aún en este retrato del muerto, se entiende un retrato de España. En
ese cuadro quedan los vestigios de España, los recuerdos del Siglo de Oro en
«las elegantes sienes plateadas, la piel bronceada y las sortijas de oro», pero en
un cuerpo ya muerto. Es decir, que por la Guerra Civil y la división del país,
España había llegado a «su corrupción final enmascarad[a] de dignidad y
dinero». España podía fingir que todo estaba bien en la superficie, pero si
había una sola cosa que destruía la posibilidad de reconciliación, era la
soberbia; y esas máscaras sólo construyen paredes en vez de crear un
ambiente de autenticidad, en la que se puedan sanar las heridas del pasado. A
veces se puede creer que el mundo es bueno y perfecto cuando los
problemas no le afectan a uno mismo, especialmente en una posición de
«dignidad y dinero», como la que siempre ha ostentado la Iglesia Católica. Sin
embargo, a veces la actualidad deprimente nos enfrenta cara a cara con los
hechos inevitables, hasta el punto de que no podemos escapar de la realidad:
nuestro mundo está roto y en crisis y creo que es la realidad que Marsé
intenta pintar: el estado actual de una España en posguerra, «patas arriba».
Como si fuera una película de Pedro Almodóvar, la novela de los 70 Si te
dicen que caí, es otra obra artística de la época de la transición después de
Franco, que se debe leer como si fuera un texto cinematográfico. Como las
películas de Almodóvar, el libro de Juan Marsé es gráfico y está lleno de
inmoralidad: sexo, drogas, prostitución, y mucho más...pinta imágenes
auténticas y trata del mundo en vez de la fantasía; no crea una realidad
escapista, sino una experiencia humana que se enfrenta con la existencia y
que hace al lector o espectador masticar los problemas actuales de la sociedad
y la cultura.
Desafortunadamente, muchas personas no le importan los problemas
del mundo si no les afectan. En España se describe ese tipo de apatía con la
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siguiente frase coloquial: «a mí no me importa, mientras la mierda no me
salpique». Y uno podría añadir el estribillo del poema de Góngora: «Ande yo
caliente / y ríase la gente» porque ese dicho encaja bien en un poema que se
burla de las contradicciones entre los ideales y la vida actual frente al
pesimismo del Barroco. Este dicho anterior, en mi opinión, es un buen
reflejo de la actitud espiritual posmoderna de la España de hoy, y el libro Si te
dicen que caí es una representación literaria de esta ruptura con la Modernidad
que se ha dado en llamar «Posmodernidad», esencial para entender las
características del ambiente espiritual de la España de hoy. Si se entiende que
en la Modernidad teníamos una sociedad más lineal, autoritaria, uniforme, y
objetiva, se capta la ruptura espiritual de España, puesto que en la
Posmodernidad, por el contrario, tenemos una sociedad multifacética,
democrática, diversa y subjetiva. Sin embargo, estos rasgos se vienen
fraguando en la cultura mucho antes de que llegara la época de la
Posmodernidad, Sor Juana ya la había descrito en «Finjamos que soy feliz»:
«Todo el mundo es opiniones / de pareceres tan varios, / que lo que el uno que es
negro, / el otro prueba que es blanco» (4). Un poco más adelante dice:
«Todos son iguales jueces; / y siendo iguales y varios, / no hay quien pueda
decidir / cuál es lo más acertado» (4, mi énfasis).
La definición y la influencia de la Posmodernidad, es un tema que
todavía se debate entre los filósofos y los eruditos. Para el propósito de este
ensayo, la Posmodernidad se refiere a los rasgos culturales y concretos,
período histórico y la teoría filosófica, mientras el Posmodernismo se refiere
a la estética y a las artes, y sobre todo --inicialmente-- a la arquitectura. La
definición del posmodernismo es posmoderna en sí misma porque es
ambigua. Nadie tiene una imagen sucinta, sino una colección de ideas y
rasgos del movimiento. La RAE lo define como el «movimiento artístico y
cultural de fines del siglo XX, caracterizado por su oposición al racionalismo
y por su culto predominante de las formas, el individualismo y la falta de
compromiso social»; mientras que el libro The Portable Posmodernist. por Arthur
Asa Berger, presenta un panorama-posmoderno-del-posmodernismo,
usando textos variados que oscilan entre Jack Solomon y Friedrich Nietzsche
hasta Jean-François Lyotard y Linda Hutcheon, para dar al lector una visión
completa y compleja de las diferentes perspectivas del fenómeno. A través de
explorar el pastiche de ideas, se entiende mejor el collage que es el
Posmodernismo. De una perspectiva posmoderna, Jack Solomon admite que
«no hay un «yo esencial», ni autoidentidad centrada, ni un innato carácter.
Solo hay papeles, imágenes que aceptamos para imitar a otras imágenes»
(Berger, 8). Con la Posmodernidad, hay una obsesión con las imágenes y con
lo superficial porque la apariencia es todo, lo cual hace difícil comprobar lo
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que es actual y auténtico. Al cambiar constantemente nuestras identidades a
través de las imágenes, confundimos --y a veces perdemos-- nuestra identidad
real. Claro que esta mentalidad también influye la espiritualidad y Berger
indica esta relación al decir: «Esta noción que podemos crear y recrear
nosotros mismos sin fin sugiere que los seres humanos individualmente
somos sumamente importantes, por lo cual no nos afectan la sociedad y la
cultura… Se ha dicho que la noción del hombre y de la mujer que se forjan a
sí mismos, exime a Dios de una gran responsabilidad» (Berger, 9, traducida).
Según esta frase, se ve claramente la Posmodernidad en la canción
«Maquillaje» por Mecano: «No me mires… / déjalo ya que hoy no me he
puesto maquillaje… / que hoy no me he peinado a la moda / y tengo una
imagen demasiado normal / para que te pueda gustar / Sombra aquí y
sombra allá / maquillate, maquillate / Un espejo de cristal / y mirate y
mirate» La construcción y glorificación de sí mismo muestra una actitud de
soberbia que comunica que uno no necesita a Dios porque se tiene a sí
mismo. El Salmo 10:3-4 confirma esta misma postura que resulta del rechazo
de Dios: «El malvado hace alarde de su propia codicia; alaba al ambicioso y
menosprecia al Señor. El malvado levanta insolente la nariz, y no da lugar a
Dios en sus pensamientos» (NVI). ¿Entonces por qué se necesita a Dios
cuando cada persona puede hacer un dios por sí mismo, con sus valores
morales y verdades subjetivas? Esa es la espiritualidad posmoderna: que cada
uno es su propio dios con sus propias creencias y verdades, las cuales son
relativas. Vargas y Rodríguez puntualizan en su discusión sobre la relación
entre el conflicto social y posmodernidad que «La posmodernidad, entonces,
permite y estimula la proliferación de opiniones, donde cada una de ellas será
el marco de referencia...La posmodernidad es el imperio del consenso, donde
cada [ente] particular se interpreta únicamente en su propia particularidad. Es
un[a] particular[idad] en sí [misma]» (67). Así como las obras artísticas
posmodernas tienen un poco de todo, la espiritualidad posmoderna también
conlleva un poco de todo: no hay una verdad absoluta, sino muchas
verdades.
En el caso de España, la Posmodernidad está atada a la transición a la
democracia y el movimiento cultural resultante, la Movida, que caracterizó
los años 70 y 80. La Movida ejemplifica la Posmodernidad porque también
fue un movimiento cultural que no tuvo una definición clara. Como
tendencia artístico-epocal se ha llegado a definir como un «fenómeno de
masas, con enorme impacto mediático, que impregna la música, las artes
visuales, el cine, la literatura, la moda, que difunde hábitos y estilos de vida,
que construye una geografía, marca una experiencia urbana y se imbrica en
una compleja red de conexiones con las instituciones municipales,
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autonómicas y estatales y con los partidos políticos» (Marí, 2009, 128). Jorge
Marí citó a Javier Escudero quien describió la Movida como un «‘rechazo de
todo compromiso político y trascendental,’ expresión puramente hedonística
de ‘una juventud desencantada ante los problemas políticos y sociales, con
escaso futuro laboral, y por lo general de espaldas a toda inquietud intelectual
y espiritual’» (127).
En Laberinto de pasiones, una de las películas primeras de Pedro
Almodóvar --considerado uno de los grandes cinematógrafos españoles-- el
espectador choca con esta actitud rebelde y espíritu desenfrenado que tiene
lugar en España en en la cumbre del movimiento. Lanzada en 1982, esta
película es una representación actual de la cultura española, específicamente
la madrileña, durante ese período de transición de los 80, cuando el país libre
de la dictadura estaba descubriendo su identidad, de nuevo. Los personajes
en Laberinto de pasiones representan todo tipo de cuestiones sexuales como la
homosexualidad, la ninfomanía, el incesto, las orgías, la asexualidad, la
infertilidad y el deseo sexual hipoactivo. La película es un retrato de sus
aventuras sexuales y de cómo logra, por fin, sus auténticos deseos sexuales.
Se reconoce que nuestro sexo --y los deseos carnales que lo acompañan-- es
uno de los aspectos más fundamentales de nuestra identidad humana. Y es
con la sexualidad como los personajes de la película juegan, se experimentan,
se negocian. Igual que España, tenían que descubrir de nuevo quiénes eran.
Ya que las reglas no los restringían, hacían cualquier cosa que les diera la
gana: participaban en todos los placeres hedonísticos que pudieran, ya fuera
el sexo, las drogas, la moda, la música, el cine, o las compras. Los años 70 y
80 se erigieron en años de una libertad desenfrenada y salvaje porque esa
España, ya liberada del corsé de Franco, y recreada en las películas de
Almodóvar, se nos revela mejor --en las palabras del mismo Almodóvar: «la
borrachera de libertad que vivía España, en oposición al oscurantismo y la
represión de los años 60» (Nichols, 114).
Después de este panorama histórico y literario, se llega al presente, a
la España de hoy, que ha evolucionado de una sociedad religiosa y piadosa a
una sociedad posmoderna, secularizada y hedonista. Esta trayectoria no solo
es evidente a través de la literatura, sino de estudios sociológicos y encuestas
actuales de los españoles. En una encuesta por el Centro de Investigaciones
Sociales (CIS) en febrero de 2015 (en comparación con enero de 2014), 69.4
(71.5) por ciento de las personas se identificaron como «católicos» mientras
que el 15.4 (14.8) por ciento se identificó como «no creyentes», 10.9 (9.9)
como ateos. El 2.5 (2.4) por ciento se declaró como creyentes de otra
religión. Aunque la mayoría de los españoles se identifican como católicos, la
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próxima pregunta para los creyentes de una religión, demuestra la
profundidad de sus creencias porque inquiere sobre la frecuencia con la que
asisten a misa o a otros oficios religiosos. En dicha encuesta del año 2015, se
revela que el 62.3 (62.1) por ciento respondió que «casi nunca» asiste y
solamente el 14.3 (15.2) por ciento asiste cada semana (CIS). Otra encuesta
de las percepciones sociales de la Iglesia, realizado por la Fundación Carmen
de Noriega afirma que «considerarse católico e ir a misa no van unidos» y que
aunque no todos los españoles son practicantes, «valoran positivamente la
labor de la Iglesia Católica, pero creen que su realidad no está bien reflejada
en los medios de comunicación». Además, esta encuesta señala que la
generación mayor es más religiosa que la generación menor (FCN). Aun
antes de la dictadura de Franco y la transición a la democracia, Manuel
Azaña, el presidente republicano del año 1931 en plena Segunda República,
declaró que «España ha dejado de ser católica» (González, 6). Esa
declaración no es completamente verdadera porque todavía la Iglesia Católica
es una institución importante y fuerte en la sociedad española. La famosa
afirmación coincide con la del historiador Stanley Payne, quien lo pone en
perspectiva así: «Mas la inmensa mayoría de la población seguía
considerándose, formal o nominalmente, católica y no había duda de que
más españoles creyeran en el catolicismo, más que en cualquier otra
doctrina. Sin embargo, el catolicismo había perdido el apoyo de las élites
culturales y políticas, del gobierno y de grandes masas organizadas de
españoles, y ya no contaba con el refuerzo cultural instintivo de la tradición.
En este sentido, España había dejado de ser católica a la manera tradicional»
(Mi énfasis, 208). Con la nueva constitución española y la transición a la
democracia,la Iglesia Católica en España empezó a perder su influencia
social, su poder político y su fuente de apoyo financiero poco a poco. Lo que
queda de la herencia católica son las costumbres, los festivales y el lenguaje
«cristiano», pero no los valores profundos como la pureza, la no violencia, la
humildad, la santidad o el amor incondicional.
Según Payne, «La gran crítica dirigida al catolicismo español...es que
su religiosidad ha sido muy «barroca», externa, extravagante, dada a la forma,
a la exhibición y a la convención, pero carente de experiencia o compromiso
religiosos personales, de espiritualidad interna, de reflexión sobria y
sostenida» (6). Por lo general, se ve que la fe católica en España ha sido una
fe forzada desde arriba hacia abajo en la escala social por todos los costados.
La Iglesia, junto con el Estado, enfatizaron las expresiones exteriores de la fe
en vez de animar y enseñar a la gente cómo buscar a Dios individualmente y
tener una relación personal con Él. Este hecho lo afirma José Casanova en su
artículo sobre «La transformación interna del catolicismo español: «La fe
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católica no podía ser forzada desde arriba; tenía que ser adoptada
voluntariamente a través de un proceso de conversión individual» (144). Es
obvio que no se puede imponer acciones políticamente, ya que estas que
debe emerger de las creencias religiosas. Ese no es el objetivo del Estado. El
Estado puede imponer leyes y reglas del comportamiento exterior, pero no
hay una manera posible para imponer creencias, las cuales son internas y
personales. Por su parte, el pensador John Locke también adopta una
posición similar, pero más filosófica: «La religión auténtica tiene otro motivo.
No vino al mundo para establecer pompa exterior y dominación eclesiástica y
violencia, sino a fundar una vida de bondad y piedad» (3). Creo que esta
historia de opresión, persecución e intolerancia religiosa ha conducido a un
rechazo de los VALORES morales tradicionales y católicos. Con respecto al
los temas polémicos, el matrimonio, el divorcio, el aborto y la
homosexualidad son los terrenos de debate que dan forma a la ideología
española actual. Solo por su posición en estos temas los españoles critican a
la Iglesia Católica. En contraste con la Iglesia Católica, los españoles, por lo
general están en favor del divorcio, el uso de anticonceptivos, la
homosexualidad y el aborto (González, 11). Así mismo, el matrimonio en
España ya no es tan común, puesto que solo el 54.8 por ciento de la
población está casada («Comunicación de la Iglesia»). Entre los que no están
casados, es muy común tener una pareja y compartir la misma vivienda, la
cual no sería aceptado en el dogma católico tradicional.
En una cultura ya secularizada, «La religión ya no es necesaria para
fundar la moral. La motivación última de la acción moral es el deber por el
deber, no el deber basado en una ley superior o en un mandamiento divino»
(Acosta 167). España ha intercambiado su fe religiosa por una fe materialista
y hedonista. En el libro de Payne, Tom Burns Marañón habla de este
proceso: «Los estudios de la sociología religiosa dicen que la sociedad no se
seculariza propiamente: lo que hace es transferir su antigua devoción religiosa
a otros «dioses» que pueden ser posesiones materiales, iconos de celebridad
global o autosatisfacciones hedonistas puras y simples» (xix). Ser humano es
reconocer que hay algo más allá del mundo, Alguien aún más grande de lo que
se puede imaginar. La vida humana es una búsqueda de ese Algo más grande
y la evolución espiritual de España refleja esa búsqueda que solo ha cambiado
de forma: de la religiosidad tradicional y católica al materialismo y al
hedonismo de la Posmodernidad.
No se puede negar que el ser humano continuará buscando la alegría
donde la pueda encontrar, pero ¿es que todas las búsquedas son en vano? ¿Es
todo en la vida un bregar sin sentido porque al final todos morimos? ¿Cuál
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es la auténtica fe, la auténtica espiritualidad? Al fin y al cabo, la auténtica
espiritualidad se caracteriza por estar intencionalmente encauzada hacia la
búsqueda de la verdad espiritual, y es individual y personal en vez de familiar
o cultural; es bien pensada y razonable en vez de irreflexiva y apática; es
libremente elegida en vez de forzada; y se refleja en la vida, en vez de ser
simple retórica aprendida. Por esas razones, el ambiente espiritual en España
es como un desierto porque ha carecido de la lluvia vivificante del libre
albedrío y de la conexión personal con Dios. Como dijo el filósofo Sócrates:
«Una vida sin examen no merece la pena ser vivida». Si es que vamos todos al
mismo lugar, vale la pena pensar en el valor y el propósito de la vida antes de
que sea demasiado tarde. El hecho de que el suicidio sea una de las causas
principales de la muerte no natural en España, sugiere que todos los cambios
que se han ido dando a través de su historia como nación --la transición a la
democracia, la libertad religiosa, la libertad moral y sexual, la prosperidad
material-- aunque sean buenos, no han resuelto el problema de la satisfacción
y la alegría.
Esa satisfacción profunda, esencia de la aspiración humana, es algo
que todavía se busca en España, pero es incierto cuántos la encuentran en
verdad. El futuro espiritual de España es todavía muy inconcluso, y varios
pensadores han propuesto sendas y direcciones de la Iglesia y la religión. Por
ejemplo, Stanley Payne lo concluye así:
«Hay pruebas considerables de que una sociedad liberal,
indulgente y tolerante ha conseguido remodelar una Iglesia
liberal, indulgente y tolerante. A pesar de lo mucho que se habla
de la «religión profética», una descripción más acertada del
catolicismo transformado sería la de «religión mimética». Poco
ha habido que sea original o profético en el reciente catolicismo
español. Se ha arrojado por la borda mucha carga tradicional y
algunos valores tradicionales, pero no es seguro que se haya
conservado un fundamento espiritual firme o que se haya
hallado uno nuevo» (307).
Sería difícil saber si en el pasado hubo una espiritualidad floreciente y
personal que haya cedido a la fe superficial y cultural. Un hecho es seguro:
que la Iglesia Católica en España nunca regresará a tener el poder e influencia
que tuvo en el pasado. Sin embargo, constituye una parte tan grande de la
historia de España que su huella en la sociedad permanecerá, pero de cuál
manera y de qué grado, no está claro. De lo que se puede ver con esta
jornada es que el fondo de la espiritualidad de España no ha cambiado sino
de forma. Lo que podría cambiar en el futuro depende de muchos factores,
pero sobre todo de las convicciones de los españoles. Nadie puede predecir
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el futuro, pero sin una tasa de fertilidad adecuada y sin fuertes convicciones
religiosas (o filosóficas), es posible que España (y quizás Europa) tenga que
presenciar una nueva conquista musulmana en esta era postmoderna /
global, pero a través de la inmigración en vez del poder militar e imperial.
____
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JORDAN E. McGEE
REL 2040: The Bible, Qur’an, and Western Culture, Fall 2016
Nominated by: Dr. Sharon Showman
Jordan is majoring in Organizational Leadership at Wright State University’s
Lake Campus. Jordan lives in Celina and manages the local restaurant, CTown Wings. Most of her spare time is spent on music, arts, and reading.
Jordan Notes:
I am interested in learning about different religion as well as getting more indepth with my own. This project opened my eyes to the similarities and
differences of theology throughout history. I hope that people will take away
new knowledge about the evolving concept of God and develop a desire to
continue learning about religion.
Dr. Showman Notes:
Jordan’s paper reflects a personal and theological journey many serious
students who take REL 2040 The Bible, Qur’an, and Western Culture embrace
during the semester. Many of their long-held religious ideas or beliefs are
brought into focus as they engage with the content of the course. This is a
significant paper in that Jordan is able to challenge her own thinking about
the concept of God and seek to understand how that developed over time.
Using the material from the class textbook and the Bible used for the class,
she is able to exhibit an understanding of how the thinking about “God” has
evolved over time by looking at three key areas, which she explores in her
paper. These three areas are not only personal for her but also academically
relevant for the exploration of this topic, as she does not shy away from
controversial topics such as gender and God. In reading Jordan’s paper, it is
clear that the academic material and her reflections upon that material has
challenged and, at times, comforted her thinking and understanding
concerning how humans have evolved in our understanding about who and
what God is and is not.
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Finishing my semester examination of Christianity, Islam, and
Judaism, I am left searching for answers to questions I had never thought to
ask. Investigating these faiths has forced me to discover facets of religions
that had never been brought to my attention. While reading Understanding the
Bible, by Stephen Harris, as well as A History of God: The 4,000-Year Quest of
Judaism, Christianity, and Islam, by Karen Armstrong, I could not help but
wonder: How did we get from the pagan, polytheistic views of yesteryear to
the religions we experience today? From the beginning of existence, people
have believed in some form of heavenly being. In early times, specific deities
were worshiped for explicit purposes. A person may pray to one god for
harvest, another for health, and even a third for fertility. For me, certain
aspects stand out from my study and research. While Armstrong furthered
my understanding of the subject at hand, Harris brought to my attention the
themes of how the Bible stories I was taught as a child relate to ancient
narratives, the masculine-feminine debate, and how new information alters
the way people worship.
Ancient civilizations in Syria worshiped multiple gods. The textbook
tells us that “In both Hebrew and Canaanite languages, 'El' is the generic
term for 'divine being,' but when used as a proper noun, it refers to the head
of the Canaanite pantheon” (Harris, 2010). El was the sacred patron who
ruled the heavens and all of creation, while his son, Baal, was responsible for
the weather and rains. In Mesopotamia, more polytheism was thrown into
the mix with the archaic views of Marduk, Enlil, and Ea (Harris, 2010). I
found these narratives extremely engaging, as they are so different from the
creation stories I grew up reading. Both variations of the Genesis story show
Yahweh creating the heavens, Earth, plants, animals, and even man.
According to the Enuma Elish, the Babylonian creation chronicles, Marduk
created the universe out of the butchered body of his enemy, Tiamat (Harris,
2010). These epics also depict Enlil as a vengeful, destructive god whose
plot to destroy humanity is foiled only when Ea warns man of his plan
(Harris, 2010). Enlil’s flood story is reminiscent of the tale of Noah’s Ark,
which was told to me as a child, when Yahweh/Elohim (dependent on the
account) chose to bring the rains upon Earth, and a select few were saved by
Noah, with his ever-famous ark. I agree with Harris when he suggests that
during the transition to monotheism, it is probable that all of these deities
were rolled up into one divine personality. Harris (2010) supports this
thought by reflecting on the deluge account:
The ancient polytheistic version of the Flood story, in which two
opposing deities, Enlil and Ea, take opposite rolls of destroyer and
savior, thus makes reasonably good sense. When the Genesis writers
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revised and adapted the Mesopotamian traditions to fit their
emerging monotheism, however, they assigned the actions of three
different deities- Marduk, Enlil, and Ea- to a single all-powerful
divinity, Yahweh/Elohim. (pg. 496)
To me, this explanation of the almost bipolar choices made by the sometimes
compassionate, sometimes merciless deity in the Hebrew scripture is
plausible.
In addition to personality, the gender of Yahweh is an issue of
confusion for many. According to Harris (2010):
Most biblical writers who describe sessions of the heavenly court
depict its members- whether archangels, cherubim, or seraphim- as
exclusively male. By contrast, the author of Proverbs 8 portrays a
feminine figure- lady wisdom- as God's first creation and hence his
preeminent counselor. (A feminine noun in both Hebrew
[Hochmah] and Greek [Sophia], the figure of Wisdom is
appropriately referred to as she.) (pg. 504)
Prexilic Israelite women worshiped a mysterious goddess of whom
we know very little. This “Queen of Heaven” could have been any number
of beings from El’s partner, Asherah, to the Babylonian Ishtar, to a possibly
female version of Yahweh (Harris, 2010). I had always been raised to believe
that God was a strong, powerful man, devoid of the presumably weak
instincts of women. I was fascinated to discover that the Bible itself has
passages manifesting God in a compassionate, feminine light (Harris, 2010).
The choice of evincing God, the creator, in a womanly context is one that is
easily understood by me. During my reading, I noticed many times that a
simile is used to depict the relationship between God and various matronly
roles. For example, the author of Deuteronomy explicitly states, “You were
unmindful of the Rock that bore you; you forgot the God who gave you
birth” (Deuteronomy 32:8, NRSV). Statements such as this paint a clearer
picture of God in the feminine, while muddying the view of those who
believe God is strictly male. I, personally, do not have a difficult time
envisioning the amalgamation of several primordial deities, male and female
alike, to create the God we worship today.
In addition to conflicting views of the gender-identity of God, it is
also easy to write off the ideas of previous generations as crazy because they
do not fit in with modern times. What we have to remember is that our idea
of God is describing all of the things we do not have the technology to
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explain. When I was a toddler, I was astounded when the sun came back
every day after disappearing each night. Was I dumb or crazy? Of course
not. I simply did not have the scientific knowledge to understand Earth's
rotation. The Cargo Cults in Melanesia built runways and practiced military
drills under the false idea that doing so would bring provisions. They saw
military personnel working and cargo planes bringing supplies. Because they
did not understand what was happening, the cargo cults believed that these
movements pleased God, who would then send sustenance in the form of
cargo. It is the exact same principle. Not only does technology shape the
way we worship, but progressive changes in our society and the passing of
time produce a new form of devotion.
In opposition to evolving technology, the words of the Bible, with
the exception of variations in translation, have stayed the same for thousands
of years. How we interpret these words, however, has not. The Bible tells us
“You shall make for yourselves no idols and erect no carved images or
pillars, and you shall not place figured stones in your land, to worship at
them; for I am the lord your God” (Leviticus 26:1, NRSV). This passage
clearly states that the followers of God should not be worshiping idols.
Today, however, many believe that worshiping idols is a commandment
reserved only against the idols of other religions. It certainly could not
pertain to our crosses, pictures of God, nor statues of Jesus, could it? This is
a gray area in religion. Many churches, especially the Catholic Church, are
finding themselves in the midst of a paradigm shift concerning socio-political
issues. New liberal attitudes in the world are causing once staunch religions
to tolerate, if not accept, theories like evolution, and agreeing that science
and the church can coexist. Acceptance of gender-identity disputes and
same-sex marriage are matters for which views are also presently changing.
The openness for interpretation of the holy works, although great for
encompassing different groups of people, is the origin of turmoil for those
who believe their analysis is the only one with any merit. This search for
elucidation is the catalyst for an ever-changing perspective on religion.
The evolving concept of God is, in my opinion, one of the most
enthralling topics I have explored in a classroom setting. This research has
brought to light my understanding of the Bible, as well as the religions that
helped create Christianity, as we know it. I was challenged by the
understanding of the gender-nature of God and how new information alters
our interpretation of these things. It is thought provoking. The realization
that the concept of God has been changing for as long as humans have
existed and is continuing to do so, is fascinating, challenging, and comforting.
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Seth is a psychology major in the College of Science and Mathematics at the
WSU Lake Campus. After graduation, he plans to earn a Master’s Degree in
Clinical Mental Health Counseling and to pursue a career in the counseling
field.
Seth Notes:
Writing this paper was a great opportunity for me. It helped me better
understand the religion of Islam, which I previously knew very little about. In
doing so, it also helped me to see that people with different views are more
similar to me than I had ever realized. I hope this paper will help audiences
better understand the religion of Islam.
Dr. Showman notes:
One of the hallmarks of Seth’s paper is his honesty about what he does not
know which leads him to select a book that will offer him detailed
information about Islam’s history and its place among the Western Religions.
His intellectual openness to a religion that is not well understood or accepted
in the geographical area that Seth is from and currently lives in speaks of his
academic willingness to take a “risk” with the religious unknown. Another
hallmark is his ability to make connections between his understandings of the
Bible as it relates to the Jewish faith and the Christian faith with his
developing understanding of Islam. Rather than boycotting or dismissing his
new discoveries of the ties and connections between these various religious
traditions, the reader can see that Seth is “fascinated” by what he has
discovered. In reading Seth’s paper it is clear that the material and his
reflections upon that material has had a profound effect which he shares with
conviction in his paper which is academically based and personally rooted.
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I knew little about Islam. It seemed like a very foreign religion. One
that developed from Middle Eastern customs and was entirely different from
the Christian religion I had grown up with. However, after reading the book
New Introduction to Islam by Daniel W. Brown, I gained new insights into
Islam. Specifically, this book showed me that Islam is more similar to
religions I was already familiar with, such as Christianity and Judaism, than I
had previously realized.
While reading this book, the first aspect of Islam that stuck out to me
was the atmosphere in which Islam developed. While Islam developed in
Arabia, it was greatly influenced by the culture of the Near East, an area just
north of Arabia. One of the driving forces of Near Eastern culture was the
Byzantine Empire, whose major religion was Christianity (Brown, 2009).
Christianity had an impact on the area in which Islam would develop, but as
Brown (2009) notes, “Christianity dominated the Near Eastern religious
patchwork, but it was a Christianity divided into three large pieces, and
countless smaller ones” (pg. 34). The three major Christian sects referred to
here are: the Nestorians, who believed that Jesus’s mother was a human and
therefore Jesus could not be divine; the Monophysites, who believed that
Jesus was fully divine; and the Orthodox Chalcedonians, who believed in the
ruling of the council at Chalcedon that Jesus was both fully God and fully
man (Brown, 2009).
Although the Byzantine Empire adopted the ruling of the Council at
Chalcedon as their official doctrine, the teachings of Nestorians and
Monophysites still had a major effect in other areas. In fact, the controversy
over which sect was correct eventually divided the Christian church, with
different areas aligning with the sect that most supported their beliefs
(Brown, 2009). It is essential to note this struggle because it had a great
impact on the culture of the Near East. The debate over which view of
Christianity was correct was a major topic among thinkers and theologians at
that time. Islam would be impacted also by this debate. We can even see this
impact in the Qurán, which comments on some of the issues being discussed
(Brown, 2009).
Even though the Near East has been presented as a region
dominated by Christianity and Zoroastrianism, Judaism still had a key place
in the region and was able to spread many of its own ideas. Indeed, many of
these Jewish ideas would have an impact on the formation of Islam (Brown,
2009). One of the Jewish ideas that Islam heavily picked up on was the idea
of dual revelation. Dual revelation states that God sends a written law, but he
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also sends an oral tradition that is passed down by teachers of the religion. In
Jewish tradition this written law is known as the Torah, while the oral
traditions are written down in the Talmud. In Islamic tradition, the written
law is known as the Qurán, and the oral traditions are written down in the
Sunna of the Prophet (Brown, 2009).
I have been a Christian my entire life, so I was familiar with Christian
teachings and knew a little about Jewish customs from studying the Old
Testament (Jewish Scriptures). In contrast, Islam was a religion I knew very
little about, and this made the religion seem foreign to me. However, learning
more about this religion changed my perception of it. Seeing that Islam grew
up in an environment that was heavily influenced by Christian and Jewish
ideas made me feel as if Islam was actually connected to the religions I was
used to. I now see that Islam is closely tied to both Christianity and Judaism,
borrowing many ideas and customs from these religions.
Another item that really fascinated me as I read A New Introduction to
Islam was its account on the life of Muhammad. The story of Muhammad
showed that he had many ties to both Christianity and Judaism. These ties
can be seen in the revelation that began Muhammad’s ministry. For instance,
Muhammad first learned that he was to be a prophet of God from the angel
Gabriel (Brown, 2009). Islamic tradition says that one night while
Muhammad was at Mount Hira, the angel Gabriel came to him and
commanded him to read. When Muhammad said that he could not read, the
angel pressed in on him with a great weight. This happened three times, and
after the third time, the angel gave Muhammad words to recite to the people.
The words given to Muhammad that night would later form the beginning of
Sura 96 in the Qurán (Brown, 2009).
At first, Muhammad was terrified by this vision and was not sure if
he was supposed to spread the revelations given to him. However, his wife
Khadijah and her Christian cousin Waraqa had a very different reaction. As
Brown (2009) recalls, “Waraqa, in particular, was ecstatic at the news and
assured Khadijah that Muhammad had been visited by the great Namus, the
very same being who had visited Moses, and that he would be the prophet of
his people” (pg. 55).
Another story of God’s revelation to Muhammad also links the
Prophet back to Christianity and Judaism. Islamic tradition tells of a night in
which Muhammad was taken to Jerusalem with the angel, Gabriel. In
Jerusalem, Muhammad met and prayed with the prophets Abraham, Moses,
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and Jesus (Brown, 2009). During this trip, Muhammad was also given a view
of Hell and a tour of Heaven. While he was in Heaven, he met with other
prophets, including Adam, Jesus’s cousin John, and Moses’ brother Aaron
(Brown, 2009). It was during this visit to Heaven that God commanded
Muhammad that Muslims should pray fifty times a day, a number which
Muhammad was able to negotiate down to the five prayers a day that
Muslims observe today (Brown, 2009).
I had always assumed that Muhammad was just an Arabian prophet
who spread religious ideas that he had made up himself. However, seeing
that his revelations came from the angel Gabriel, an angel I was familiar with
from Christian teachings, drastically changed my view. In addition, seeing
that the story of Muhammad’s trip to Heaven included several references to
characters from Christian and Jewish teachings made it seem as if he was
connected to the God I worship in my Christian faith. I do not know if I will
ever believe that Muhammad’s teachings actually came from God. Despite
this, after learning more about him I now view him not as someone who
came up with an entirely new religion, but as someone offering a different
approach to the God of Jews and Christians.
Another way A New Introduction to Islam taught me was by giving me
much more insight into the Islamic holy book, the Qurán. According to
Muslim tradition, Muhammad’s followers wrote the Qurán. The followers
took the revelations that Muhammad preached to them, wrote them down,
and made a book out of them (Brown, 2009). Muslim tradition says the
Qurán was canonized 40 years after Muhammad’s death, although new
evidence suggests that it may have been canonized closer to 200 years after
Muhammad’s death. Either way, once the Qurán was written it was revised
very little in the following years. The Qurán Muslims read today is very
similar to the original (Brown, 2009).
The Qurán fascinated me because of its many ties to Christianity and
Judaism. As Brown (2009) notes, “If we place the Qurán in seventh-century
Arabia, we can only make sense of its origins by importing significant Jewish
and Christian influences into the Hijaz (an area of Arabia)” (pg. 75). The
author uses this quote to suggest that the Qurán may not have been formed
in Arabia, but rather in a Near Eastern area such as Syria or Palestine.
Despite this, the quote still illustrates the significant impact that Christian and
Jewish teachings had on the Qurán. The Qurán mentions multiple characters
from Jewish tradition, such as Adam, Noah, Abraham, Moses, and Solomon
(Brown, 2009). In addition, the Qurán mentions Jesus numerous times and
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provides a lot of information about him. The Qurán differs from most
Christian teachings by saying that Jesus was just a messenger of God, not the
son of God. Yet, even this was not an entirely Islamic idea. A small Christian
sect at this time, known as Manichaeism, also taught that Jesus was just a
prophet (Brown, 2009). Therefore, this idea may not have been something
that Islam developed, but rather a product of the diverse religious
background in which Islam began (Brown, 2009).
While these references to characters from the Bible made the Qurán
seem more familiar to me, the overall message of the Qurán also seemed very
similar to the Christian teachings I grew up with. The overall message of the
Qurán is that there is one God, that we are to worship him, and that even
though we sometimes mess up and do not give our full attention to him, he
is merciful. This mercy is shown through God’s prophets and the scriptures
God gives us to remind us to worship him (Brown, 2009). These ideas seem
very close to the Christian ideas that God created the world, that man sinned
and was separated from him, and that God has mercy on us. In the case of
Christianity, this mercy is shown by God sending his Son to die for us so that
we can have a relationship with him.
I always thought that Islam was a religion that was entirely
different from Christianity. However, reading A New Introduction to Islam
changed this view. This book showed me that Islam grew up in an
environment which had a strong Christian influence. It also revealed to me
that the revelations given to Islam’s leading prophet, Muhammad, are not
exclusive to Islam, but actually have many ties to Christianity. In addition, it
made me realize that the Islamic holy book, the Qurán, was actually shaped
by many Christian texts. Overall, learning more about Islam made me view
Muslims not as a group of people practicing a faith utterly different from my
own, but as a group of people who are trying to form their own
understanding of the same God I worship.
____
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An Interdisciplinary Analysis of
Medical Tourism
TANNER L. HUDSON
ENG 2100: Research Writing and Argumentation, Spring 2017
Nominated by: Mary Coyle
Tanner is an Honor student in the College of Science and Mathematics
majoring in Biological Sciences: Applied Physiology Concentration, with a
pre-medicine focus. After completing his undergraduate degree, he plans to
attend medical school. His current medical interests include Orthopaedics
and Sports Medicine.
Tanner Notes:
This project afforded me the opportunity to delve into an interesting topic
related to my field of study. The research process helped me to continue to
develop my own opinions regarding the topic. I hope my work can inform all
readers, regardless of STEM or health care knowledge.
Ms. Coyle Notes:
Tanner’s argumentative research paper detangles the complexity of this
emerging trend in medical treatment. He examines the strengths and
weaknesses of medical tourism--taking into account the personal, logistical,
ethical, and economic consequences for patients who elect these procedures.
He presents his findings in a clear, authoritative voice that makes this
complicated topic accessible for all audiences.
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Abstract
This article examines the medical tourism market in order to provide
potential patients with the evidence needed to make informed decisions
regarding health care. This analysis explores multiple studies by authorities in
law, business, marketing, communications, and management. Data regarding
risks, benefits, contributing factors, marketing materials, and costcomparisons are employed in order to provide a broad examination of
medical tourism. After thoughtful analysis, it is advised that patients pursue
medical tourism with extreme prejudice. Further analysis should be employed
to examine market projections and evolving governmental policy.
____
Medical tourism is defined as “international travel for the purpose of
receiving medical care” (Rogers, 2016, para. 1). Medical tourism
interconnects healthcare and globalism. The medical tourism market
continues to grow and expand due to globalism. Medical tourism facilities
dot the globe, offering patients alternatives to domestic health care.
According to Dr. Makary, M.D. of Johns Hopkins University School of
Medicine, "The international medical marketplace is about to take off. We're
living in the era of the high deductible — $10,000 in the bronze family plan
under the new health law. People are paying more and looking to cut costs"
(as cited in Howard, 2014). The mounting health care costs in the United
States and the expanding medical tourism market offer American patients an
additional avenue by which to receive the medical care that they need.
Therefore, it is necessary for patients to learn of all medical care options,
including those in foreign nations. In order to provide an in-depth analysis of
medical tourism, publications of experts in the fields of law, business,
marketing, communications, and management will be examined. This analysis
of medical tourism examines the risks and benefits of medical tourism, the
factors that influence people to travel abroad for medical care, the
presentation of information on medical tourism websites, and compares the
costs of the most popular medical procedures. The purpose of such an
analysis is to provide patients with a comprehensive exploration of the
medical tourism market and advise patients to use extreme prejudice when
participating in medical tourism.

Comprehensive Analysis
In an article analyzing the medical tourism market, Bennie (2014)
examines the market from a legal perspective. The medical tourism market
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has exploded, and continues to grow. The global medical tourism market is
believed to be a 100 billion dollar market (Bennie, 2014, p. 584). This market
will continue to grow and develop as insurance providers and governmental
institutions create an avenue for patients to seek medical care abroad
(Bennie, 2014, p. 586). For example, the company Blue Ridge Paper Products
Inc. presented employees the opportunity to pursue medical care abroad,
with complete reimbursement (Bennie, 2014, p. 586). This and similar private
sector and government advancements will encourage American citizens to
consider the medical tourism market. In addition to the reduced cost of care,
many medical tourist facilities are designed as five star resorts and staffed
with western educated physicians (Bennie, 2014, p. 587). As a result, patients
have the opportunity to receive exceptional care in a resort environment for
less money than in the United States (Bennie, 2014, p. 587). This
combination of benefits continues to impact the global health care market.
While these benefits are enticing, it is likely that many would have great
reservations about safety and quality. In order to protect oneself from a
fraudulent, or dangerous, health care experience, one should consider
accreditation by the Joint Commission International (Bennie, 2014, p. 589).
The Joint Commission on the Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations
certifies American health care facilities; the Joint Commission International is
a foreign division of this organization (Bennie, 2014, p. 589). Therefore, such
accreditation is a testament to the level of care and the safety of the facility.
Highly experienced physicians and accredited facilities calm the nerves of
many, yet certain risks remain. The risks include the effect of travel on the
patient’s current condition and the recovery from an operation, the difficulty
associated with acquiring post-operative care from a mainland physician, and
the reduced patient malpractice rights associated with foreign care (Bennie,
2014, p. 591-592). After an analysis of the medical tourism market and the
associated risks and benefits, Bennie makes several recommendations
(Bennie, 2014, p. 597-598). Bennie’s recommendations include the need for
governmental promotion of legislation that supports the pursuit of foreign
care and employer-based protections for employees that seek foreign care
(Bennie, 2014, p. 597-598).
While Bennie (2014) examined the expansion of medical tourism
through a legal lens, Maniam’s (2015) examination is business in nature.
Within the analysis, Maniam explores the origin of medical tourism
expansion as well as an examination of risks and benefits of traveling abroad
for medical care. The major factor that has led to a vast increase in medical
tourism is the continually increasing health care expenses (Maniam, 2015, p.
113). Table 1 displayed below represents the expense of medical care in
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regard to percent GDP; the table compares the United States to developing
economies of several foreign nations. The table displays the fact that in 2006
in the United States, healthcare costs accounted for more than 15% GDP, a
figure that has likely increased in the past decade (Maniam, 2015, p. 113).
Table 1
Health Care Expenses Per Respective Nation

Note: Retrieved from Medical Tourism as the Result of Rising American Healthcare
Costs in the Context of Healthcare Globalization, by G. Maniam on March 1, 2017.
In addition to rising costs, a second factor that has led to a vast increase in
medical tourism is healthcare globalization (Maniam, 2015, p. 115).
Globalization has led to the simplicity of travel to foreign nations and has
also led to a drastic decrease in the cost of foreign medical care and the
subsidization by destination governments (Maniam, 2015, p. 115). These
factors have influenced the expansion of interest in the global healthcare
market. The rise of the global healthcare market allows patients to experience
the benefits of medical tourism, such as the diminished cost of care,
decreased wait periods, and experimental or alternative treatments (Maniam,
2015, p. 117). Nonetheless, just as Bennie, Maniam writes of risks such as the
difficulty or inability of receiving post-operative care and the lack of
malpractice protection (Maniam, 2015, p. 118-119). Maniam concludes that
although risks and benefits exist, medical tourism continues to flourish and,
as a result will alter the healthcare market (Maniam, 2015, p. 120).
In the previous two academic publications, Bennie (2014) and
Maniam (2015) surveyed the expansion of medical tourism through legal and
business lenses respectively. In contrast, Mason and Wright (2011) offered an
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analysis of medical tourism through a communication lens. Mason and
Wright introduce the factors driving patients to seek foreign medical care and
provide data and commentary on the presentation of information on web
sites regarding medical tourism. As presented in previous analyses, the cost
of domestic health care is a major force that is driving the increase in medical
tourism. Table 2 displayed below offers a comparison of the cost of common
medical procedures in the United States, India, Thailand, and Singapore
(Mason & Wright, 2011, p. 164).
Table 2
Procedure Expenses Per Respective Nation

Note: Retrieved from Framing Medical Tourism: An Examination of Appeal, Risk,
Convalescence, Accreditation, and Interactivity in Medical Tourism Web Sites, by
Mason, A. and Wright, K. on March 1, 2017.
The data shows that one of the cheapest alternatives to domestic care is
medical care in India. In comparison to India, procedures in the United
States are 13 times as expensive for a heart bypass, 17.78 times as expensive
for a heart valve replacement, 5.18 times as expensive for angioplasty, 4.78
times as expensive for a hip replacement, 6.67 times as expensive for a
hysterectomy, 9.41 times as expensive for a knee replacement, and 11.27
times as expensive for a spinal fusion (Mason & Wright, 2011, p. 164). The
cost of care in the United States continues to rise; therefore, the gap between
cost of domestic and foreign care will continue to grow. The fractional cost
of care in medical tourism hotspots influences patients to seek foreign health
care services. After a patient becomes interested in foreign medical care, a
large portion will turn to the Internet to research potential destination
facilities and physicians. The researchers examined 66 medical tourism
websites for benefits, risks, and other factors. Table 3 represents the findings
of the analysis and exhibits the percentage of websites that displayed specific
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categories of information regarding medical tourism (Mason & Wright, 2011,
p. 170-171).
Table 3
Medical Tourism Website Analysis

Note: Retrieved from Framing Medical Tourism: An Examination of Appeal, Risk,
Convalescence, Accreditation, and Interactivity in Medical Tourism Web Sites, by
Mason, A. and Wright, K. on March 1, 2017.
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The data shows that 69.1% of sites included the reduced cost of care, 25.0%
include the lack of wait time, 48.5% included the quality of services
performed, 31.8% included references to the medical facilities, and 37.1%
included information about the Physicians (Mason & Wright, 2011, p. 171).
It is important to note, however, that only 4.9% of sites referenced the risks
associated with post-operative care, only 1.1% referenced the risks directly
associated with the procedure, only 2.2% referenced the risks associated with
malpractice and legal issues, and only 2.2% referenced any forms of
complications (Mason & Wright, 2011, p. 171). In the marketing of any
product, the advertisements will vastly focus on the benefits and rarely focus
on the risks; however, many of these medical procedures are accompanied
with the risk of death. Therefore, risks need to be considered equally with
benefits, even if they are not presented as such on the websites. The authors
conclude that the data represents issues in the presentation of risks and
benefits and evaluation of credibility on the websites of medical tourism
facilities (Mason & Wright, 2011, p. 175-176).
The final article under consideration does not assess medical tourism
through the lens of legality, business, or communication. In contrast,
Henson, Guy, and Dotson (2015) evaluate medical tourism through a
management lens. Henson, Guy, and Dotson examined the specific factors
that influence patients to seek foreign medical care. The researchers
examined influencing factors such as confidence in medicine, destination
country economic development and safety, destination culture, and travel
matters (Henson et al., 2015, p. 11). The data is displayed below in Table 4
(Henson et al., 2015, p. 11).
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Table 4
Factors of Influence

Note: Note: Retrieved from Should I Stay or Should I Go?: Motivators, Decision
Factors, and Information Sources Influencing Those Predisposed to Medical Tourism, by
Henson J., et al on March 1, 2017.
The data provides much insight into the factors of influence for potential
medical tourism patients. Participants in the study who had little to no
international travel experience considered destination country economic
development and safety, destination culture, and travel matters of great
importance in their consideration of medical tourism (Henson et al., 2015, p.
10). Those who had previously participated in medical tourism did not
consider destination culture and destination country economic development
and safety as important to their decision as did those who had never
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participated in medical tourism (Henson et al., 2015, p. 10). In addition,
those who had never participated in medical tourism weighed travel matters
with greater importance than those who had previously participated in
medical tourism (Henson et al., 2015, p. 10). It is also important to note that
there is little difference in confidence in medicine factors within the
categories of international travel experience and previous medical tourism
experience (Henson et al., 2015, p. 10). The authors conclude that the most
significant factors of consideration are in regards to confidence in medicine
(Henson et al., 2015, p. 12). The authors believe that this data will be
beneficial in establishing advantageous communication through marketing
materials (Henson et al., 2015, p. 14). As a potential medical tourist, one
must be mindful of these factors of influence, as medical tourists facilities
will market to these specific factors of influence. It is imperative to critically
examine all resources to separate health care information from targeted
marketing.
Effects of Health Care Costs on American Citizens
After analysis of the academic publications above, it is safe to
conclude that the rising cost of health care in the United States is a concrete,
accepted factor that influences Americans to pursue foreign medical care.
The rising health care costs have adverse effects on the everyday lives of
American citizens. It is estimated that 10 million Americans between the ages
of 19 and 64 cannot afford housing, food, or utilities as a result of mounting
health care debt (LaMontagne, 2014). In addition, it is estimated that 1.7
million Americans will be affected by bankruptcy as a result of mounting
healthcare debt (LaMontagne, 2014). Lastly, it is estimated that 25 million
Americans between the ages of 19 and 64 do not follow prescription intake
instructions due to rising health care costs (LaMontagne, 2014). It is clear
that the excessive cost of health care in the United States places economic
strain on American citizens. Accumulating medical debt can burden patients
for decades and lead to further personal and economic turmoil. Continued
debate on the health care environment in the United States is essential to
protect American citizens from these debilitating experiences.
United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
When considering medical tourism, American citizens should turn to
a trusted source on current health care issues. The Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention provide expert, established opinions on the topic of
medical tourism (Medical Tourism, 2016). The CDC cites several risks
associated with receiving medical care abroad (Medical Tourism, 2016). The
risks include the language barrier between patients and medical staff,
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unrestricted medication, resistance to antibiotics, and blood clots caused by
air travel (Medical Tourism, 2016). In addition to risks, the CDC provides
guidelines to follow in the event that a patient decides to pursue medical
treatment abroad (Medical Tourism, 2016). The CDC recommends that
patients should confirm the accreditation of the physicians and health care
facility, acquire a contract between patient and hospital, inquire about
potential language barriers, provide the facility with all personal medical
records, and ensure post-operative care upon return to the United States
(Medical Tourism, 2016). In order to protect oneself from malpractice, it is
important to follow the direction of these healthcare experts.
Conclusion
Health care costs continue to rise in the United States. Neither
insurance companies nor the Federal Government have presented a cost
saving approach to health care. Employers have implemented high
deductible health plans to reduce operational expenses. In addition, the
Affordable Care Act, although well intentioned, has further caused a rise in
health care costs and an excessive rise in premiums. A compromise is
necessary between both major political parties and health insurance
companies to reduce health care costs. The compromise, however, must
continue to protect Americans from losing health care coverage as a result of
pre-existing conditions and continue to allow children to stay on their
parents insurance until the age of 26. Until the stagnant, infighting Congress
compromises on this issue, health care costs will likely continue to rise--at the
expense of everyday Americans. Nonetheless, Americans, due to
globalization, have the opportunity to bypass the rising health care costs in
the United States and procure medical care in foreign medical tourism
hotspots. Medical tourism continues to grow and expand as many choose
this alternative to domestic care. This analysis offers potential patients a
comprehensive examination of medical tourism in the hope that patients will
make informed decisions regarding their health care.
The field of medicine is a profession that requires undergraduate
education, medical education, residency experience, fellowship experience,
and board certifications. The extensive education is in place to ensure the
safe and appropriate care of all medical conditions, including those of lifethreatening nature. Nonetheless, health care in general, especially surgical
procedures, is coupled with many apparent risks. As a result of the extensive
risks associated with health care, it is important for patients to be prudent
when examining medical tourism. Medical tourism is often the best option
for patients’ personal and financial circumstances; therefore, medical tourism
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deserves a fair analysis. After much analysis, it is concluded that medical
tourism is typically a safe alternative to domestic care. It is also concluded
that one should follow specific steps in order to protect oneself from any
complications. Therefore, it is advised that patients pursue medical tourism;
however, extreme prejudice shall be employed when selecting destinations,
facilities, and physicians.
____
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JOSEPH POKORSKI
SPN 3210: Writing in Spanish, Fall 2016
Nominated by: Dr. Damaris E. Serrano
Joseph is pursuing a Biochemistry and Molecular Biology Double Major with
Spanish in the Colleges of Science and Mathematics and Liberal Arts. In the
fall of 2017, he will start his sophomore year at Wright State University.
During freshman year, he was dual enrolled full-time at Wright State
University and Sinclair Community College. Joseph yearns to understand
people and the world. Thus, he has combined his passion for Spanish
cultures and the science realms to his educational curriculum. His ultimate
professional goal is to become a bilingual physician, and he is enjoying the
opportunities along the way, such as medical interpreting at Reach Out, a
free clinic in Dayton.
Joseph Notes:
While conducting my research, I was able to carry out a self-exploration
through literary devices. I constructed essays that range from a radio clip
about the Human Microbiome Project to an academic exposition comparing
the nutritional modes of the indigenous people versus us. Taking the point of
view of a prospective bilingual physician and researching in Spanish not only
allowed me to understand the language and culture, but also to grasp an
entirely fresh perspective to view a scientific topic. La Crisis Ignorada, or The
Ignored Crisis is an expository analysis in which I compiled multiple sources
and points of view to address a long-lived issue: the prevalence of the world's
abuse of the environment and influence on our diet. I highlight the evolution
of nutritional modes from the indigenous people to the inhabitants of our
world now. It’s intriguing to take a step back and observe other cultures, how
they react with society, and the consequences they experience. The three
main indigenous groups known as the Incas, Mayans, and Aztecs developed
distinct ways to nourish themselves and became efficient societies in
agriculture and health--so much so that some experts in the field are studying
the indigenous methods deeper to reapply them as a means to revamp
agriculture. With today’s culture, it is difficult to adopt these healthy and
whole options since we have packaged food at our disposal. For this reason,
our current world culture and the food industry are main components of my
research. This is a relevant and crucial topic that we face and we must realize
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that our decisions regarding diet impact our culture as a whole by creating a
“demand” that the food industry can utilize.
Dr. Serrano Notes:
La Crisis Ignorada (The Ignored Crisis) was part of the final project for the first
level of Composition in Spanish. It was a compilation of documents covering
the four types of discourse and contained examples of different pieces of
creative writing. The essay was presented at the recent Celebration of
Research 2017 on April 21, 2017. In his essay Joseph Pokorski has conveyed
the sociological and cultural implications of one of the crucial problems for
humanity today: the mixing of food production, damage to the environment
and, the deadly game of altering food chemistry to manipulate consumer
taste at brain level. The writer analyzes the mechanisms by which
transnational companies have profited millions while disregarding the public
health crisis caused by their deeds. Pokorski has explored the history of the
ancient Pre-Columbian Civilizations which practiced sustainable ways of
food production while maintaining balance with nature and social and even
religious principles. He brings together two cultures and two periods, and,
finally, he offers a set of recommendations to navigate the crisis, instilling us
with new and/or unexpected awareness. Pokorski’s style is dynamic and it
presents knowledge through anecdotes and facts. He has the ability to create
parallelisms and contrasts between cultures, and he attracts the reader using
irony and allusions that grab the reader’s attention leading him/her in a
complicit process of decoding the message.
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El origen de la comida
Imagina una mesa rodeada por una familia sin muchos medios
económicos, la que, sin embargo, ríe y conversa, disfrutando y alimentándose
a la vez. Cada plato desbordante de colores vibrantes está colocado frente a
los miembros de la familia. Los mejores cuentos son sobre la comida y todos
pueden relajarse mientras digieren los alimentos de sabores tan atrayentes.
Todas las personas rinden tributo con sus costumbres a sus antepasados,
pero la experiencia de comer crea la historia de sus vidas. La comida es el
puente para hablar de viajes, enfermedades, panoramas, personas, animales,
naturaleza y tecnología y, en conjunto, es el elemento que agrega una manera
extraordinaria de relacionarse con los parientes.
La comida también tiene su propia historia: es como un recorrido
por un largo pasillo hasta el día de hoy, por el que la comida nos llega, en una
forma sabrosa y adictiva. ¿Imagina de dónde proviene la comida antes de
comerla? El origen de un pedazo de carne o los gritos del pan horneado nos
conciernen hasta el mismísimo momento de la masticación entre las muelas,
nos demos cuenta o no. ¿Cultiva sus alimentos en un terreno fuera de su
casa o los obtiene al comprarlos de la industria alimentaria? ¿Cría a sus
animales sobre la hierba, debajo de los cielos o en las jaulas, al lado de las
máquinas procesadoras? Es obvio que la que sabe mejor nació y fue criada sin
sol, sin el aire libre y sin ámbito natural. Esa es la manera en que nos encanta
nuestra comida ¡Que práctico es obtener cada alimento sin esfuerzo, como
los indígenas, sin horas de cultivar y cocinar! ¡Qué bueno sería que la comida
estuviera disponible con solo apretar un botón de microondas o conducir a la
ventana para ordenar cualquier comida rápida! No sé si nuestra sociedad lo
sabe, pero hubo una gran diferencia en el sentido de calidad de la experiencia
de comer. Esta diferencia entre el pasado y el presente, el proceso de criar la
comida y de preparar cobra hoy renovada importancia, porque ha
desembocado hoy en una crisis o en la posibilidad de un retorno a maneras
originarias del comer.

La comida a nivel global
Además de la calidad de los alimentos… Las decisiones del mundo
tienen consecuencias a nivel global a causa de las corporaciones. El
suministro de varias cosechas es culpable de la demanda de la gente.
Conviene indicar que el acceso de nuestra comida tiene un vínculo con las
corporaciones transnacionales y también incluye los productos de los
Estados Unidos. La producción y consumo de alimentos que nos parecen tan
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normales —como la carne o los alimentos enlatados—siguen un proceso, y
dicho proceso nos da la opción para seleccionar o la preparación de
alimentos integrales o el calentar cualquier comida de una lata o paquete de la
industria. Dichas decisiones influyen en la cantidad de carne criada y el
consumo de productos como el aceite de palma. El sitio de la red que se
llama World Wildlife Fund publicó el artículo “Which Everyday Products Contain
Palm Oil?”, el cual explica que este producto —presente en galletas,
chocolates, helado, pizza, pan y pasta— da el sabor que nos gusta, pero para
obtenerlo hay que deforestar y usar grandes cantidades de terreno,
generalmente en países del llamado Tercer Mundo. Sin embargo, la
comunidad sigue comprando productos que contienen el aceite de palma y
por eso las corporaciones siguen destruyendo los bosques de Indonesia. Este
ingrediente también está en otros productos como el detergente, el jabón, la
gasolina y el lápiz labial. Este ingrediente está en la mayoría de comidas
compradas en los Estados Unidos… ¿Como vamos a escapar de él? Los
trabajadores en Indonesia están contentos debido a la oportunidad del
trabajo, pero su producción daña el medio ambiente y no es saludable para la
atmósfera ni tampoco para los habitantes de la tierra...
Otro caso es el de La India. Hace poco conocí en la parada de
autobús a un hindú que trabajó en una industria química allí… y hablando
con él me di cuenta de la alta preparación técnica de los trabajadores allí.
Tenía una especialización de biotecnología y era el químico de una fábrica
para crear perfumes químicamente. Era una corporación en Nueva Delhi,
India, y le tocaba cambiar la fórmula química de las soluciones para que
olieran mejor. A pesar de estar tan preparado, me comentó que se sentía muy
limitado en esta carrera, porque solo había unas pocas corporaciones muy
grandes y especializadas y eran las únicas. También me comentó que el
trabajo era como “cocinar y jugar con los elementos moleculares”… y ese fue
el momento cuando me di cuenta del sentido. Es lo mismo con la
comida. Los químicos modifican la comida para que las personas la ansíen y
no para fomentar salud. Él no estaba contento con las implicaciones de su
trabajo, a pesar del sueldo. Así mismo, pienso que no debemos estar
contentos con las comidas fabricadas artificialmente por los seres humanos,
porque no tienen buenas intenciones: la intención de nutrir para la vida, sino
la de de crear un deseo. Originalmente, el proceso natural de cultivar no fue
un “deseo humano” como el que genera la comida rápida –tales como
hamburguesas, alimentos fritos y procesados, como las barras de granola,
cereales y otras meriendas–. Por el contrario, los cultivos originarios iban
dirigidos hacia la supervivencia y la salud.
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La otra faceta de la crisis es que los métodos de optimizar los
productos van en detrimento de la tierra a causa del enfoque barato. Hay
consecuencias directas e indirectas de lo anteriormente dicho y la sociedad
reacciona de una manera que demuestra la cantidad de atención a la cuestión
de la industria alimenticia. El público en general ignora que... el 80% del
terreno del bosque ha sido deforestado en Indonesia porque las compañías le
pagan al gobierno para obtener dicha autorización para seguir deforestando.
En Indonesia la corrupción de usar el terreno para cosechar el aceite de
palma donde antes hubo bosques es de lo más eficiente. Las compañías que
actúan de esta manera son Kraft, Heinz, Tyson, Burger King, Walgreens y
PepsiCo. Hay una demanda alta y por eso la producción del aceite de palma
continúa tras haber sido devastadas miles de hectáreas de terreno boscoso.
Las compañías cuyo uso de la tierra es corrupto constituyen un gran
porcentaje del mercado mundial.
Si traemos el problema a nuestro patio, podemos afirmar que en los
Estados Unidos la producción de carne es una cuestión de métodos de criar
el ganado. Los animales consumidos “per cápita” y el terreno que se necesita
para crear una sola vaca es desproporcionado con el valor. Es decir, que el
ganado sirve como una pérdida del espacio con respecto a sus beneficios,
específicamente con respecto a la carne de res. Las desventajas de criarlos
superan a la crianza de pollo o al cultivo de frijoles o vegetales si se mide esta
crianza en términos de medio de los recursos naturales empleados y las
finanzas. Además de toda la tierra que requieren para vivir, las vacas eructan
metano, que es peor que el dióxido de carbono en la atmósfera. Según
National Geographics en Before the Flood, dentro de los EEUU el 70% de la tierra
utilizada para la producción de comida es para las vacas. Según National
Geographics solo el 1% se emplea en el cultivo de frutas, vegetales y nueces,
combinados. Lo anterior ejemplifica y explica los costos tan altos de
alimentos sanos como las frutas, los vegetales y las nueces.
Las comidas de hoy son elaboradas engañosamente y por eso las
personas se atiborran de comida… hasta la obsesión. En la película
Chef, muchas escenas proveen unos puntos de vista sobre la comida y la
importancia de comida en la vida de la gente cubana. Una escena en especial
estaba al principio. El Jefe, el apodo del cocinero protagonista, tenía que
visitar el mercado para obtener los ingredientes para preparación de las
comidas del restaurante. En esas visitas cotidianas, él le decía a su hijo, quien
lo acompañaba siempre, “No vas a convencerme de comprar dulces”. Era
estrictamente una visita para el empleo. En una escena que los muestra
caminando por e mercado, el niño engullía una bolsa de palomitas, Kettle
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Corn. Su padre, El Jefe, le explicó que los alimentos más bellos eran las frutas,
como la naranja que sostenía en la mano firme. La cámara cambió de
posición y con la bolsa en mano el niño siguió caminando… A pesar de la
lección del papá sobre los elementos malsanos de las palomitas, él siguió
embuchando la boca con el azúcar. Otra vez, el deseo.
Hay grupos de científicos químicos y moleculares enfocados en el
estudio de la comida, los cuales constituyen un comité. Los miembros de
dicho comité ganan un sueldo tan alto, que a ellos no les importa la salud de
nosotros, sino el dinero, como el hombre que conocí de La india. Este
comité crea varias combinaciones sobre un sabor con el fin de agradar el
paladar del mundo. Las estadísticas son utilizadas al máximo y los seres
humanos son evaluados como ratones. ¡Los números de las estadísticas son
claves para escoger cuál combinación de químicos nos afectará más!
El 8 de abril de 1999 hubo una reunión privada en la sede de Pillsbury,
en Minneapolis. Once de los ejecutivos de las corporaciones norteamericanas
que construyen el mercado de alimentos se reunieron para discutir sobre el
tema de la obesidad y comida corporal. Los puntos de vista emanados de la
reunión (comentados por Moss en el New York Times, 23 Feb. 2013) recalcan
la conexión entre la producción de los alimentos y los hábitos de comerlos.
El autocontrol de la persona y el consumo de los alimentos están
interconectados y por eso dichas corporaciones invierten en una publicidad
que debilita el autocontrol. El encuentro fue ineficiente debido a la falta de
interés de los directores corporativos. Tal fue el caso del director de General
Mills (cuyos productos llenan islas en las tiendas), quien se negó a cooperar y
a reconocer que la obesidad infantil es una tendencia generada por las
corporaciones grandes, las cuales dirigen sus anuncios a los niños. A los
empresarios de estas corporaciones no les importa la salud de los niños, sino
la de sus gruesos billetes.
Conviene indicar que hay una conexión con el cerebro y los
componentes micros de la nutrición. Estos aspectos se muestran en el
experimento llevado a cabo por La Revista Médica de Chile: “Estudios en
animales muestran que cuando las ratas tienen acceso al azúcar, grasa o
alimentos procesados, desarrollan una alteración en mecanismos neuronales
relacionados con el refuerzo que involucrado en la adicción. También se ha
observado que desarrollan comportamientos adictivos como tolerancia,
abstinencia, consumo excesivo y uso continuo de una sustancia, a pesar de
presentar problemas físicos”.
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Este conjunto de información sugiere que los ingredientes de la
comida son más importantes en el cerebro del consumidor que la maldición
que conllevan las desventajas de la comida malsana. El uso de ratones en
experimentos demuestra que en los seres humanos, además, entran en juego
factores culturales y sociales muy significativos. Con lo dicho anteriormente,
las compañías tiran al blanco hacia nuestros cerebros, los cuales son
manipulados por las estrategias de mercadeo de los influyentes procesadores
de las compañías dominantes (como los de la reunión mencionada).
Uno de los objetivos de estas industrias –quizás el principal– es
atrofiar la capacidad de selección de nuestro cerebro para dirigirlo hacia los
varios tipos de comida alteradas químicamente.

Nivel regional: afectos visibles
La ubicación de una población y su herencia determina su manera de
alimentarse. El aspecto más poderoso de la comida para las personas es muy
sencillo: la cultura. Hay varias normas sociales en una sociedad y estas dictan
las comidas que una persona pueda comer. La decisión de cenar junto a la
familia es un ejemplo de una norma social. Por ejemplo, en la película El
Norte, en medio de todo el tiroteo, la familia estaba cenando y hablando a
pesar del ámbito que la rodeaba.
La rutina diaria tiene que ver con la comida y depende de la región
del mundo en que se vive. Antes de la conquista de Cristóbal Colón, las
tribus indígenas tuvieron una vida muy distinta en la manera en la que
almorzaban y cenaban. Tres grupos indígenas precolombinos o pre-hispanos
que muestran esto son los aztecas, los mayas y los incas. Antes de la llegada
de los europeos españoles, estas civilizaciones poseían métodos de
alimentarse bien complejos, pero los europeos pensaron que sus métodos
eran mejores. Los modos de producción se constituyeron en un elemento de
orgullo patrio vinculado a las normas de alimentarse; la imposición del modo
europeo fue un ejemplo del control social y la colonización. Eran los
europeos controlando los alimentos a llegar… pero ahora, ¿quién es?
Cada su civilización precolombina había desarrollado un patrón para
obtener su nutrición basándose en los recursos disponibles en su propia
tierra. Además, su tradición creía en la conexión entre los alimentos y la
religión. Algunas culturas prohíben comidas específicas y promueven otras
comidas sagradas. En una revista digital de Gastronomía Mediterránea María
Val comentó que, en la religión hindú, comer comidas depende de la
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temporada y otros factores. El artículo describe las similitudes de los
alimentos entre las religiones. La religión, en relación con la comida es una
herramienta para proveer estructura en las comidas (Web. 22 Nov. 2016
< http://www.sabormediterraneo.com/port/cocina_sagrada.htm>)
Los viajes de los españoles de España fueron un movimiento que
alentó la mezcla de los mundos. Antes de la colonización, los llamados Nuevo
y Viejo Mundo se habían desarrollado completamente separados. Tras el
encuentro, el choque de los dos universos aislados de sí mismos produjo
culturas distintas que interactuarían, incluso al nivel de la comida y las
costumbres en cuanto a la nutrición.
Muchos de las indígenas no tenían la tierra más ideal para la
agricultura, pero cada grupo indígena se adaptó a los recursos disponibles.
Las incas, por ejemplo, utilizaron los montes andinos para la agricultura, con
canales de agua que deslizaban por los valles y también la técnica de cultivo
llamada “en terrazas”, para las cosechas. De esta forma, cosecharon maíz,
quínoa y papas. Lamentablemente, las tradiciones de las Incas fueron
abandonadas alrededor de la época cuando los españoles llegaron debido a
sus reglas estrictas en los aspectos de la vida legal, religiosa y, en la
cotidianidad, es decir, en el comer. Los españoles infringieron su cultura en la
cultura de las Incas y los europeos pensaron que su comida era la mejor para
la salud. Cuando el experto investiga este tema podemos ver que los
indígenas, como las Incas, tenían mejores alimentos a pesar de la falta de
“modernidad”. Por un ejemplo, algo que llegó con los españoles fue comer
varios tipos de carne y tal carne no le iba bien a los estómagos de los
indígenas. Sin el poder de escoger su comida propia ocurrió la violación de
los modos de vida y una ruptura de consecuencias fatales que se perciben
hoy. Este principio social de la libertad de decidir pareciera darse por
descontado, y tiene consecuencias en la crisis de la comida.
En una vuelta a los principios, hoy día hay agricultores conservadores
que hacen el esfuerzo de usar las técnicas tradicionales incas que llegaron
hasta nosotros, debido a la eficacia asombrosa de las mismas. Además, el
granjero moderno agrega que los métodos aplicados en esa época sirven el
clima y nuestro mundo mejor (Graber 1). Las cosechas naturales y los
procedimientos de los indígenas convienen mejor al medio ambiente. En
realidad, hoy en día todos de los procesos de comer fueron inventados por
humanos… con tecnología avanzada y maneras de cocinar más eficaces y
más “inteligentes”, pero hemos llegado a darnos cuenta que los sabios
verdaderos fueron los indígenas.
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Por otro lado, el otro grupo precolombino, la población maya, fue
muy intelectual en la mayoría de su existencia, y la agricultura es uno de sus
legados más profundos. Ellos superan las desventajas de la tierra pantanosa
en áreas de cultivo llamadas milpa. Convirtieron una desventaja en un
método intuitivo para cultivar las cosechas. Descubrieron un método de usar
el biotopo acuático para mantener las cosechas. Según este procedimiento, el
agua fluye alrededor de los bancales elevados de las plantas, con lo que las
plantas siempre tienen agua. Una experta de la cultura maya nos ha legado
este pensamiento: la civilización es tan impresionante y tan profunda como
su alimento. El punto de vista de esta experta, Amanda Macarelli sugiere que
los alimentos pueden demostrar un paralelo entre la nutrición y una
civilización muy adelantada relativa a la época (Macarelli 1).
Cada uno de los pueblos precolombinos adaptó el cultivo de sus
cosechas a la atmósfera en que vivieron. Cuando los europeos viajaron al
Nuevo Mundo el origen de comida cambió drásticamente debido a las
costumbres contundentes a la española. Los españoles eran testarudos e
insistían que sus enfoques de comida mejoraban la alimentación. Los
europeos consumían aceite, aceitunas, carne, pan y vino; mientras que los
indígenas comían los alimentos cosechados de la tierra como frijoles, las
calabazas, los chiles, los aguacates, el sauco, los guayabas, las papayas, los
tomates, el maíz y la yuca. Hubo un aumento de ganado a causa de los
europeos y por eso la sobrevivencia de las indígenas disminuyó. También con
este grupo, la mayoría de los indígenas no estaban acostumbrados a la carne
y, a causa de eso, su población fue en declive. La digestión de carne es un
proceso biológico tan complejo y cuando los indígenas se vieron forzados a
alimentarse de esta manera, los cuerpos no estaban listos digerir la carne. El
efecto grave del cambio fue la muerte.
Otro factor de la muerte al llegar los españoles fue la integración de
productos lácteos en las dietas. España tenía una perspectiva de la comida
diferente de las indígenas que cambió la cultura de otras maneras. La idea de
las comidas “sanas” fue traída por los españoles y agregó la figura femenina
en el panorama. Los métodos de los indígenas no fueron aceptados por la
gente europea y, con el recorrido por el largo pasillo de la historia, dichas
costumbres impactaron negativamente el uso general de la comida.

Recordarnos: un cambio de aquí en adelante
Fulano de tal vive su vida llena de lamento porque no haya realizado
su destino. Cada día la heroína entra por su vena; cada noche fuma su hierba.
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Cada hora de cada día las drogas alcanzan su vida y no puede escapar. ¿Quién
va a echarle la culpa? Los padres que le dieron su primer cigarrillo o los
alumnos en la escuela que le alentaron a hacer lo súper cool. Y así, fue
inevitable que alguien introdujera a fulanito en el mundo de las drogas, pero
después de hacerse adicto a esta maldita, no hubo escape ni recuperación.
Algo similar pasa con la comida. En el caso de fulano, los padres y
los compañeros lo provocaron, pero en nuestro caso las corporaciones y la
falta de conocimiento nos corrompen. Nos parece que las comidas en las
tiendas son puras, perfectas para comer. Nuestra sociedad tiene la culpa y las
comidas son las drogas. Somos víctimas en todo y la recuperación luce
imposible. Les damos de comer a las corporaciones con nuestro dinero. Es
una lástima que creamos todo lo que veamos en la tienda y en los anuncios.
Detrás de estas interacciones existe un concepto que debemos tener en
mente: el de las obligaciones sociales… si los padres consumen comidas
malas, los niños puedan comerlas también. Y esta situación no es tan
diferente con el tema de drogas porque, de veras, se cumplen los mismos
procesos en el cerebro tiene. No hay una diferencia entre lo que pasa con el
cerebro cuando está sometido a las drogas… y cuando está sometido a la
comida con una alta concentración de azúcar.
El peor segmento de alimentarse mal es la continuidad y los hábitos
que vengan. Para poner la situación en perspectiva, imagine a sus parientes y
familiares. Piense en un pariente que esté viviendo en una casa de ancianos,
intentando superar su condición. Debido a un accidente cerebrovascular no
puede pensar sin ayuda, ni cuidarse. Las cosas más sencillas, como cepillarse
los dientes, se convierten en tareas difíciles. El cerebro no envía el mensaje
correcto y las manos tiemblan. Mire con angustia la condición desesperada
en que vive. Medite mucho en esta situación y ahora imagine cuántas
personas han tenido un ataque de corazón, accidente cerebrovascular, la
presión de sangre elevada o diabetes. Estas enfermedades son tan horribles
que usted no quisiera ver al diablo sufriendo de ellas, pero sepa usted que
nuestras dietas las alientan. Es fácil que haya parientes que estén viviendo en
recuperación de algo, intentando mejorar, pero la enfermedad no los deja. El
hábito –y su continuidad—son similares, si no idénticos al comer, porque los
mensajes del cerebro están conectados con el estómago y la nutrición hace el
papel de controlar. Hay tantas enfermedades que enfrentamos a causa de la
malnutrición a la que nos ha acostumbrado nuestra sociedad. La nutrición es
una barrera de una altura como la de un rascacielos y, por nuestro lado, hay
un cúmulo de enfermedades que nos están ahogando.
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Como un experto en este sector, con las circunstancias de nutrición
que hemos compartido hasta este momento, sugeriría tomar acciones
inmediatas. A merced de las corporaciones, pensaría que no tenemos ningún
control sobre estos aspectos vitales, pero hay varias opciones. Las
corporaciones y sus ejecutivos optimizan sus ganancias a causa de la
indiferencia y el desconocimiento de la población. Las corporaciones tienen
la culpa de esta situación debido al control político y económico; sin
embargo, como ciudadanos, hoy día podemos emprender acciones iniciales
de impacto creciente. Por ejemplo, podemos dejar de comer la carne res.
Como nos sugiere el director de General Mills en el encuentro mundial, si
seguimos comprando los alimentos que ellos fabrican, éstos seguirán
produciéndose. Se haría lo que el ciudadano consumidor quiere y no lo que
los fabricantes nos inducen a querer. En consecuencia, para ver un cambio
en la sociedad es necesario que seamos unidos con un visión sana y
respetuosa a la naturaleza. Cuando no seamos indiferentes… las compañías
tendrán que modificar su enfoque de alimentarnos. La clave de oro es
intentar preparar comida en vez de comprarla cuando ya está procesada. Para
que “ellos” presten atención a la salud, primero es nuestra obligación prestar
atención a nuestra propia salud. Quizás pudiéramos sustituir los tipos de
carne que se consumen hoy por los pescados y pollos criados naturalmente,
los cuales que serían menos dañinos para el medio ambiente… y para
nuestra figura. Si la demanda de los productos llenos de azúcar y de
alimentos procesados disminuyera, entonces las compañías tendrían que
acostumbrarse a ajustarse a las necesidades de la gente y a lo que es
beneficioso para la salud humana. Para superar los obstáculos de comer en
forma malsana, hay que hacer modificaciones en los aspectos sociales
relacionados con la comida. Ya no podemos seguir ignorando la crisis
mundial de la alimentación.
El trabajo, la escuela, la comunidad y la familia son elementos sociales
de la vida que puedes organizar, como individuo, para optimizar el consumo
de comidas sanas. El paso número uno es planear las comidas de cada día
por adelantado, de modo que no se tope en el camino con la opción de
comprar comidas instantáneas, que son la salida fácil. Piense lo que vas a
hacer y, basado en eso, prepare un almuerzo o las meriendas para su trabajo
o día escolar. De esta manera, evite las visitas a las máquinas expendedoras y
también la comida rápida.
El paso número dos, organice un taller de cocina con sus amigos y
experimente con otros métodos de preparación (como hornear) para que su
comida sea más saludable. No tiene que cambiar su dieta drásticamente, lo
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que sería muy peligroso para su cuerpo. ¡Pasito a pasito, vale la pena y le
dará el tiempo de acostumbrarse! Paso número tres, lentamente aliente a la
familia para eliminar comidas procesadas y con alta concentración de grasa y
azúcar. Llene los anaqueles de la cocina con alimentos de colores vibrantes
como vegetales, frutas y nueces. El paso final consiste en una actitud de la
mente: investigue cuáles opciones le quedan mejor y modifique los elementos
de la vida que pueda modificar. Tener una actitud optimista y una visión sana
le ayudará en los retos que vengan al haber alterado los hábitos y modos de
nutrición adquiridos e inducidos. Al final de este proceso, tal vez más del uno
por ciento de la tierra vuelva a alimentarse de las frutas, vegetales, raíces y
granos, como los indígenas precolombinos.
____
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Dr. Kenyon Notes:
Students conducted a semester-long research project using Wisconsin Fast
Plants. Students selected two different organic substances to test against
control plants. They recorded data on germination, growth and development,
flowering, pollination, fertilization and embryogenesis. This paper reflects
Kimberly Truong’s understanding of scientific writing, statistical analyses,
data collection, literature review and clarity of thought.
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Brassica rapa, which are more commonly known as Wisconsin Fast
Plants® are very closely related to turnips, broccoli, cabbage, and other
similar vegetables (Lauffer et al., 2016). Fast Plants® are most commonly
known for how fast they can grow and how very little light is needed to make
them grow since water, continuous light, and fertilizer is all that is required
(Lauffer et al., 2016). Since we knew that very little was needed to make these
plants grow, we designed an experiment to test how adding different organic
substances can affect the growth of B. rapa compared to leaving the Fast
Plants® alone.
Plants require chemical elements, which are also known as essential
elements, from their surrounding environment to complete their life cycles,
(Simon et al., 2016). Within the essential elements, there are macronutrients
and micronutrients. A macronutrient is a chemical element that an organism
must obtain in relatively large amounts, and examples of this would be
carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen, phosphorous and sulfur (Simon et al., 2016).
Other macronutrients that come in smaller amounts are potassium, calcium,
and magnesium. A micronutrient is a chemical element that an organism
needs in very small amounts (Simon et al., 2016). Examples of micronutrients
would be zinc, manganese, iron, and copper. A plant will recycle the atoms of
micronutrients over and over, so that it is why only a small amount of them
is needed (Simon et al., 2016). A deficiency of any of the micronutrients can
kill a plant though (Simon et al., 2016), which is why it is important to make
sure a plant can get all the nutrients that it needs.
The macronutrient nitrogen has many different uses within plants.
An example of this would be that it is a component of all nucleic acids and
proteins in a plant, and in annual plants, nitrogen is mainly used for
reproduction (White et al., 2015). Proteins play a very important role in plant
growth because stored protein provides building blocks for rapid growth
upon seed and pollen germination (Herman et al., 1999). This means a plant
could have rapid growth in the height after seed germination and in the
growth of pods and seeds after pollination. Since proteins play such an
important role in plant growth, then it is important for them to receive
adequate amounts of nitrogen in order for proteins to be produced. In
perennial plants, nitrogen can be used not only for reproduction, but also for
growth and storage for future use (White et al., 2015). Plants use nitrogen by
going through the process of mineralization in the soil, which is the
conversion of organic nitrogen to ammonium (University of Hawaii at
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Manoa, 2016). Once nitrogen has been converted into ammonium, it can be
taken up by the plants to use in various ways.
A shortage of nitrogen is the most common nutritional problem for
plants and when those same plants produce something like grains, the same
nutrient deficiencies can be passed on to humans and livestock who consume
them (Simon et al., 2016). In an experiment where different amounts of
nitrogen were added to the soil, it was found that when 0% of Nitrogen was
added to one of their experiments, plants were shorter in height than the
control plants, while 20% of Nitrogen added was not any different from the
control (Zhao et al., 2004). That experiment shows how not adding any
additional nitrogen to the soil can hurt the growth of the plant. When a plant
has a sufficient amount of nitrogen, a plant will usually display vigorous plant
growth (University of Hawaii at Manoa, 2016). There are many organic
compounds that contain nitrogen, but coffee grounds have about 2 percent
nitrogen in volume, which provides bacteria with the energy it needs to make
organic matter into a compost, and they can be added to the soil of a plant
(Wise, 2008). Since coffee grounds are so rich in nitrogen, then they should
be a good source of nitrogen if the grounds were to be incorporated into the
soil of a plant.
Besides nitrogen, potassium--along with phosphorus--is another
macronutrient that is usually deficient in soils (Simon et al., 2016). One
reason potassium is deficient is because their ions diffuse very slowly when
compared to the rates in which the roots can absorb those ions (Robinson,
1994). Only 0.1 to 2 percent of potassium is readily available for plants to
absorb from the soil while 90 to 98 percent of potassium is relatively
unavailable to use because it is resistant to chemical breakdowns. Moreover,
the forms of slowly available potassium only make up 1-10 percent of the
total potassium supply (The Mosaic Company, 2013). When plants are
deficient in potassium, then they are more susceptible to infections when
compared to plants that have adequate levels of potassium (Wang et al.,
2013). When compared to the other nutrients, potassium plays a critical role
in plant growth and metabolism, and contributes greatly with the survival of
plants under abiotic or biotic stress (Wang et al., 2013). Since potassium plays
such a heavy role with plant growth, but can often be deficient, it is
important to make sure that plants have a way of receiving the potassium
needed for proper utilization within the plants so they are less prone to
infections and diseases.
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Potassium is used in various ways within the plant and examples of
this would be: the stimulation of early growth in a plant, increased efficiency
of water use within the plant, and increased protein production (Rehm &
Schmitt, 2002). Protein synthesis would not be possible without potassium
because it is required for every major step of it; the “reading” of the genetic
code in plant cells to produce proteins and enzymes that regulate all growth
processes in the plant would not be possible without potassium
(International Plant Nutrition Institute, 1998). There are many organic
substances that contain potassium, such as bananas, but potato peels are also
an excellent source of potassium (Chandler, 2015). Since potato peels have a
lot of potassium in them, they should be very helpful with the growth of
plants because potassium activates at least 60 enzymes that are involved with
plant growth (The Mosaic Company, 2013).
If potassium is a nutrient that increases protein production, and we
add potassium-rich potato peels to an experimental pot, then the Fast
Plants® should have more overall growth in the plants than they would
without any organic substance added. The growth would include the height,
the number of leaves, the number of seeds, the number of flowers, the
number of pods, the number of first true leaf hairs, and the length of the
largest true leaf. We predict this will happen because an increase in protein
production means that there should also be an increase in plant growth since
potassium is also used for protein synthesis, which is what allows plants to
regulate growth processes.
If nitrogen is a nutrient that is a component for nucleic acids and
proteins, and we add nitrogen-rich coffee grounds to one of our
experimental pots, then these plants should also have more growth than they
would without any added organic compounds. The growth of the plants
would include the height, the number of seeds, the number of pods, the
number of leaves, the length of the largest true leaf, the number of first true
leaf hairs, and the number of flowers. We assume this will happen since
nitrogen is an essential nutrient needed in order to form nucleic acids and
proteins and because stored proteins provide building blocks for rapid
growth after seed and pollen germination.
Method
We started the experiment by using 2 Styrofoam® quads that had
four openings in it, for a total of 8 openings, along with holes at the bottom
of each opening. Then, we grabbed some felt wicks and cut a few to make
sure they were the right size and stuck one wick halfway into each of the
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holes at the bottom of the openings, so some of the wick was hanging out of
the bottom of the quads. Next, we added topsoil into each of the openings
halfway up before inserting two pellets of Osmocote® fertilizer into them.
More topsoil was added on top of the Osmocote® fertilizer and two Fast
Plants® seeds were placed on top of all of the soil of each quadrant, for a
total of 16 seeds planted. Finally, the Styrofoam® quads were watered until
the felt wick at the bottom was wet and then the quads were placed under
grow lights.
After about 5 days from the start of the experiment, we examined the
growth of all of the seeds and picked the best nine plants of the sixteen to
transport over to three separate pots. Before transporting the plants, we first
adhered tape to each of the pots and labeled them Experiment 1 - coffee,
Experiment 2 – potato, and Control. Each of the pots also had the numbers
1, 2, and 3 labeled on the tape to help indicate which plants we would be
measuring in the future. We filled the pots with topsoil almost to the top of
each pot. In experimental pot 1, one tablespoon of decaffeinated organic
coffee grounds was added to the soil and mixed in throughout. We
incorporated coffee grounds into the soil because the coffee grounds contain
nitrogen. Nitrogen is a macronutrient that helps with the growth of plants. In
experimental pot 2, about a tablespoon of fresh potato peels that had been
just cut up were incorporated into the soil in the pot. Potato peels were used
because they contain the macronutrient potassium in them. Potassium is used
within the plant and helps with early growth in plants. The control pot was
left alone with no organic substance added to the soil. We then carefully
removed the best nine plants from the Styrofoam® quadrants before
distributing them into the pots for a total of three plants in each pot. Small
holes were dug into each of the pots close to the labeled number before the
plants were transported. Each of the pots was then placed in its own glass
dish and was watered until the water started to drip at the bottom of the
pots. Finally, all of the pots were placed back under the grow lights.
One week after moving the plants, some of the plants experienced
transplant shock, so we tied the stems of those plants to wooden sticks for
support. We also started taking measurements of the plants twice a week for
three weeks. We measured the plant height and the length of the true leaves
in millimeters with a small ruler and then also counted the number of leaves,
flowers, first true leaf hairs, pods, and seeds. At the beginning we were not
able to count the number of flowers, pods, and seeds because they had not
developed yet. All of the data was recorded in a table online using Microsoft
OneNote®.
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About two weeks after transplanting the plants, flowers started
blooming, and eventually we took dead bees and pollinated each Fast
Plants® by rubbing the body of the bees on all of the flowers to give each of
the flowers pollen from another flower. This step was very important
because without the bees, the flowers would not be able to cross-pollinate.
After the flowers were pollinated, the plants started to grow pods. Two
weeks after they started developing pods we took the biggest pods off the
plants and split the pods open with our fingernails and a razor blade and then
counted the seeds that were found in the pods and recorded the last
information needed to add to the data table on OneNote®.
We analyzed the data by transferring all of the information recorded
on OneNote® to a Microsoft Excel® worksheet. Once the data was
transferred over to the Excel® worksheet, we used Pivot Table to organize
all of the data and to help find the averages of all the plant traits that we
measured. We also calculated the range for each measured variable over the
course of the experiment. We then created a bar graph by using the data table
with all of the averages of the plant traits measured. Using the averages of six
measurement days of the length of the largest true leaf, we made a line graph
(Figure 2). Once all of the data was made into graphs, it was easier to
compare the results of the different traits that were measured for each of the
treatments that were added to the plants.
Results

Table 1: Average of B. rapa Plant Traits
The average of the plant traits measured is represented by X (mean), R represents
the range, and N represents the number of plants.
Plant Trait
Measured

Height (mm)
Number of
leaves
Number of
hairs
Number of
flowers
Number of
seeds
Number of
pods
Length of
longest true
leaf (mm)

Control

Experiment 1 - Nitrogen

Experiment 2 - Potassium

N

X

R

N

X

R

N

X

R

3

100.4

117.0

3

77.2

74

3

103.9

179

3

3.3

6.0

3

2.5

4

3

3.1

8

3

9.8

20.0

3

11.8

26

3

7.6

14

3

5.4

8.0

3

1.8

4

3

4.2

7

3

7.0

11.0

3

0

0

3

9.3

12

3

5.3

5.0

3

2

3

3

6.3

7

3

22

27

3

12.8

13

3

23.9

31
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Average of Plant Traits
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Figure 1: Average of B. rapa Plant Traits
The measured variables of all the plant traits with the nitrogen treatment and the
potassium treatment that were added to B. rapa as well as the control were averaged
over a period of six weeks.

Of the seven plant traits measured, four of them followed the same
pattern, while the other three followed a different pattern. The potassium
treatment had the greatest average height (103.88 mm), the average length of
the largest truest leaf (23.88 mm), the average number of seeds (9.33 seeds),
and the greatest number of pods (6 pods) (Figure 1). Within the same
categories, the control had the next greatest averages, leaving the nitrogen
treatment to have the lowest averages. The control had an average height of
100.44 mm, an average of 22 mm for the length of the largest true leaf, an
average of 7 seeds, and an average of 5.3 pods (Table 1). The plant that
received nitrogen had the smallest height (77.2 mm), the average length of
the largest true leaf (12.81 mm), the average number of seeds (0 seeds), and
the average of pods (2 pods) (Figure 1). The pattern changes with the control
pot having the greatest average of the number of leaves (3.33 leaves), and the
average number of flowers (5.42 flowers). The only time the nitrogen
treatment had the highest average was with the number of first true leaf hairs
(11.78 hairs), followed by the control with an average of 9.78 hairs, with the
potassium treatment having the least amount of hairs (7.56 hairs) (Figure 1).
The nitrogen treatment also did not produce any seeds (Table 1).
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Length (mm)

Average Length of Largest
True Leaf
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Figure 2: Average Length of Largest True Leaf of B. rapa
Over a period of six measurement days, the average length of the largest true leaves
for each treatment is displayed on the graph.

During the first two measurement days, all three pots increased in the
length of the largest true leaf, with the potassium treatment having the largest
true leaf (23 mm), followed by control (18.33 mm), and then the nitrogen
treatment (14 mm) (Figure 2). On the third measurement day, the largest true
leaf for the nitrogen treatment was significantly smaller than it had been the
other two days, while the other two pots continued to increase in length. The
nitrogen treatment had a length of 11 mm, while both the potassium
treatment and the control had a length of 25 mm (Figure 2). The nitrogen
treatment had an increase in the length of the largest true leaf on day 4
before staying at the same length for the remainder of the measurement days.
The potassium treatment and the control had an increase in the length of the
largest true leaf on measurement days 4 and 5 until they both had a decline
on measurement day six.
Discussion
The purpose of the experiment we conducted was to find out the
effects of adding 2 different organic materials to the soil of the Fast Plants of
growth in Fast Plants® compared to when nothing was added to the soil on
various growths within the plants. We found out that one of our hypotheses
was rejected while the other one was supported. We hypothesized that both
the nitrogen treatment and the potassium treatment would have more overall
plant growth than the control, such as the height, the number of leaves, the
number of pods, the number of seeds, the number of flowers, the number of
first true leaf hairs, and the largest length of the largest true leaf. We would
have known this occurred by averaging out all the plant trait variables and
comparing them to each other. We expected the nitrogen treatment to have
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more growth because of the fact that nitrogen is a component of all nucleic
acids and proteins, which can cause a plant to have rapid growth after
germination (Herman, et. al., 1999). We also hypothesized that potato peels
would also have more growth than the control. We presumed this would
occur due to the fact that potato peels contain potassium, which aids with
early growth within plants because of the increased protein production. Our
potassium hypothesis was supported since the potassium treatment had the
greatest average of four out of seven measured variables (Figure 1). Similarly,
we expected the coffee grounds to also have more height than the control
because nitrogen is another important macronutrient, which aids in healthy
plant growth. That hypothesis was rejected and can be seen in the graphs
where the nitrogen treatment had the lowest averages of all of the plant traits
that were measured except for the average number of first true leaf hairs
(Figure 1).
The pot that received nitrogen grew the least compared to the other
two pots that sprouted up. This could be due to the fact the coffee grounds
added to the soil were still fresh. They had just been ground up the same
morning that they were incorporated into the soil. If the coffee grounds had
been used before mixing them into the soil, it could have made a difference
in the growth of the plants. After coffee grounds are brewed, they are close
to pH neutral (between 6.5-6.8), which means that the coffee grounds
become less acidic once they are brewed (Wise, 2008). It also may have been
a good decision to compost the coffee grounds before mixing them into the
soil. When testing lettuce seed it was found out that coffee grounds that had
not been composted showed poor germination and stunted growth (Wise,
2008). This means that we should have composted the coffee grounds first
before mixing them into the soil. We might have also incorporated too many
coffee grounds into the soil. Instead of adding a tablespoon of the coffee
grounds, it might have been better to instead add just half of a tablespoon or
maybe even just a teaspoon. Another reason why the nitrogen treatment did
not give off the predicted results could have been because the nitrogen did
not go through the process of mineralization. Mineralization is when organic
nitrogen is converted to ammonium before it can be used by the plants
(University of Hawai’i at Manoa, 2016). This process occurs with time. This
means that the nitrogen that our Fast Plants® received may not have had
enough time to convert the nitrogen to ammonium for the plants to properly
use. It was also possible that the nitrogen was immobilized in the soil.
Immobilization is a reverse process of mineralization: converting inorganic
nitrogen to organic nitrogen and can occur when the decomposing organic
matter contains low amounts of nitrogen and also when there is a high
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Carbon to Nitrogen ratio (C:N) (University of Hawai’i at Manoa, 2016). As
we observed our plants, the plants that received the nitrogen treatment also
started to have a yellow coloration in the older leaves, which could be due to
the fact that there was very little nitrogen in the soil for the plants to use
properly since it could have been immobilized, causing a deficiency of
nitrogen in the soil. Since the plants had a yellow coloration, there could have
been a deficiency in the nitrogen, which causes stunted growth in plants.
The pot that received the potassium from the potato peels had the
most height compared to the control, as well as the greatest average length of
the largest true leaf, the number of pods, and the number of seeds (Figure 1),
which supports our hypothesis. If the potassium treatment would not have
helped plant growth, then the growth of the plants would have been stunted
and have reduced yields (Rehm & Schmitt, 2002). Instead, the growth and
development of B. rapa that received the potassium treatment flourished
since they also had the greatest average in the number of pods and seeds and
not just the height (Table 1). Since 60 enzymes associated with plant growth
are activated from potassium (The Mosaic Company, 2013), this may have
been the cause of greater height than the control. Adding in an organic
material with an abundant amount of potassium in it caused a lot more
growth to occur within those plants compared to those that received no
organic material to the soil. The potassium from the potato peels could have
also caused an increase in protein production. Proteins can be a building
block for rapid growth to occur within plants (Herman, et al., 1999), which
could have been another reason why potassium had the most growth.
Our results supported and rejected our hypotheses. The nitrogen
treatment rejected one hypothesis, while the potassium treatment supported
the other hypothesis. In a future experiment we could make some
adjustments to try and support our original hypothesis for nitrogen, which
was to have the nitrogen treatment have more height than the control.
Instead of using decaffeinated coffee grounds, we could instead use
caffeinated coffee ground to see if that would make a difference. We could
also use regular coffee grounds instead of organic ones, and also add smaller
amounts of the coffee grounds to the soil. We could have also had more
coarse-grained coffee grounds to see if that would have had a significant
change. Another method to try and support the hypothesis would be to let
the coffee grounds sit in the soil for a while before transplanting B. rapa to
the treated soil in order to let the bacteria in the soil break down the coffee
grounds into a compost (Wise, 2008). We would measure the results of this
new experiment the same way that we did for this experiment by recording
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the data of multiple plant traits, over a period of six weeks and see if any of
the changes we made would have a different outcome. It also might make a
difference if we make sure the same people measured the same plant traits in
order to reduce human error in the experiment.
____
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Human Biomechanics II Course Project
ABDELAZIZ MOHAMMAD
BME/ISE 3212: Human Biomechanics II, Spring 2017
Nominated by: Dr. Joe Tritschler
Abdelaziz graduated from a high school in Kuwait in the top 10 % of his
class. He came to Wright State University in 2014 and is a senior majoring in
Biomedical Engineering. Abdelaziz has volunteered at the Union Hospital in
Indiana and at a private clinic in Beirut, Lebanon. His volunteer work has
influenced his career choice; his goal is to pursue a PhD and to become a
college professor because he wants to share his love of science with future
students.
Dr. Tritschler Notes:
This project represents impressive work from an international student with
English as a secondary language in a highly technical field.
Abdelaziz Notes:
The biomechanics of the human body is complex and highly regulated by the
nervous system. When people lose their extremities, they lose their ability to
perform daily tasks, work assignments or the enjoyment of sports and
various recreational activities. With extreme efforts, many people adapt to the
lack of a part of their body and learn to compensate for it by using the other
hand or foot, or other parts. However, due to the advances in biomedical
engineering and neuroscience, it has become possible to replace the lost part
with prosthetics that can perform many tasks under the voluntary control of
the recipient. The purpose of my research was to test Human Arm Module
PASCO ME-6807A, and determine some of the biomechanical
characteristics, such as force, tension, instantaneous angular velocity, and
acceleration vs. angular position required for various movements and arm
positions in space. In the process of the experimental research, I determined
the necessary force to develop instantaneous angular velocity and
acceleration to achieve the positions in the robotic arm at the angles ranging
from 67o to 72o. This range of angles does not only allow us to see the
variance in the applied forces and resulting velocity, but also gives an idea of
the complexity of a smooth and uninterrupted motion at the elbow joint.
The project aims at helping develop the robotic prosthetics that would be
maximally comparable with human arms. Additionally, on top of the
technical characteristics of PASCO ME-6807 A, the reader would get the
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appreciation of the necessity of such “simple” movements as getting a glass
of water or brushing hair that we normally do not even notice until we are
deprived of them.
Introduction:
The following is a project for the Human Biomechanics II course for spring
2017 in which PASCO ME-6807A Human Arm Model is used to simulate
the motion and force characteristics of a human arm Integrated
potentiometers facilitate measurement of angular position at the shoulder
and elbow. Force sensors measure tension in cords which simulate tendons
pulling limb segments. The purpose of this project is to determine
instantaneous angular velocity (ω) and acceleration (α) vs. angular position
(θ), and also to determine joint force and tension in biceps tendon.
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The following diagram is representing PASCO Human Arm Model
Set-Up
Force transducer
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The following is the free body diagram of the human-arm at θ = 700
from vertical.
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Net Torque Equation = ∑τ = r×F = I×α
From the above free body diagram the net torque equation is
a × F a(t) – b × W t sinØ = I × α [α = -1.6rad/sec2 from the table above, I =0.0042 Kg-m2]
Given Data a = 0.04m, b = 0.25m, Ø =700 W t = ma = 0.2 ×9.8
0.04 × F a(t) – 0.25 × 1.96sin700 = 0.0042 × -1.6
F a(t) = 11.332 N upwards
5. Equation for tangential forces
F j(t) + F a(t) – W t = ma t
F j(t) + 11.332 – 1.84 = 0.2 ×a t [a t = r×α = -1.6 × 0.25 = -0.4m/sec2]
F j(t) + 9.492 = -0.08
F j(t) = -9.572 N negative sign implies opposite direction
For normal forces
F j(n) + F a(n) – W n = - ma n [a n = r×w2 = 0.25×0.22 = 0.01m/sec2]
F j(n) +( 4.14) - (0.66) = -0.2 ×0.01
F j(n) = -3.482 N towards left
F j = (-9.527)2 + (-3.482)2 = √𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏. 𝟖𝟖𝟖𝟖𝟖𝟖𝟖𝟖𝟖𝟖𝟖𝟖 = 10.1433N

𝐭𝐭𝐭𝐭𝐭𝐭−𝟏𝟏

𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭

𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭

= 𝐭𝐭𝐭𝐭𝐭𝐭−𝟏𝟏

−𝟗𝟗.𝟓𝟓𝟓𝟓𝟓𝟓
−𝟑𝟑.𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒

= 70.0101°

Experimental F j = 11.66 at Ø = 69.94
So, percentage error = (experimental – theoretical)/ experimental ×100

So, percentage error = (11.66-10.1433)/11.66 = 0.13*100 = 13%
percentage error = 13% *so that means the values of experimental & theoretical are
close by 13%
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